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IT was the French general and 
emperor Napoleon Bonaparte 

(1769 — 1821) who said: "Let 

China sleep, for when she awakes, 
she will shake the world". With 
the largest standing army on 

the planet, the second biggest 

economy and one fifth of the 

world's population, Napoleon’s 

statement has proved prophetic, 

as China has proceeded to 

shake the world to its very 

foundation. It is only by examining 

its extraordinary past that we 

can begin to understand this 

astounding rise to power. 

China has one of the oldest and 
longest lasting civilizations in 

history. It also boasts the largest 

number of inventions that have 

influenced us today, including 

the compass, gunpowder, paper, 

and printing. For many centuries, 

the sophistication of its culture, 
science, and technology outshined 

the rest of the world. 

But make no mistake, throughout 
four millennia of Chinese history, 

there were not only golden years 
of innovation, noble emperors, 

and cultured philosophers and 
scholars, but also centuries of 

unimaginable turmoil, ruthless 

rulers, and devastating wars. 

In this issue, we look at some of 

the greatest splendours of ancient 

China, such as the Forbidden City, 

the Great Wall, and the Leshan 

Giant Buddha; we spotlight its 

rich religious and philosophical 

tradition; and we highlight some 

of its greatest creations, like the 

world-famous terracotta army of 

the First Emperor. 

We also delve into its turbulent 

and checkered past, including 

the reign of its most tyrannical 

concubine turned empress, and 

a devastating defeat in history’s 

largest naval battle. 

One thing is for sure, the history 

of the planet's most populous 
country is one of the most 

fascinating, dramatic, and 

influential in the world. 

JOANNA GILLAN 
Chief Editor, Ancient Origins Magazine 
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Archaeonews 
Il By Micki Pistorius 

More than 4,600 items of 

archaeological significance 

including 3,500 tombs have been 

found during an excavation for 

metro lines, in the vicinity of 

Xian, the location of the famous 

Terracotta Army of the tomb of 

Emperor Qin Shi Huang. The city of 

Xian was the starting point of the 
Silk Route and home to 13 royal 

dynasties and remained the capital 

of ancient China for 1,100 years. 

Archaeologists are working around 
the clock to salvage the find 

before the modern construction 

continues. 

According to the Cultural Heritage 

Bureau of Shaanxi the new findings 

were made at a 76-hectare site 

which is now being excavated 

for new metro lines, including an 

airport extension that requires 

50 miles of new subway line. The 

planned subway is to run through 

a district densely populated with 

Xian tombs dating back to the 

Sui and Tang dynasties (581- 907 
AD) such as the tomb of Li Chi, a 
princess from the Tang Dynasty 

(618 - 907 AD) and the tomb of 

Zhang Tang, a top judicial official of 

the Han dynasty (206 BC - 220 AD). 

6 

The Xianyang International Airport construction site where some of the thousands 
of new Xian tombs were recently discovered. Source: Cultural Heritage Bureau of 
Shaanxi 



Ancient ruins of Pompei city, Naples, Italy 

First Ever 
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The Pompeii Ceremonial Chariot 
Source: Pompeii Archaeological Park 

Ancient Persian Script 
Decoded for the First Time 

Ancient Egyptian mummified face. 

A papyrus from ancient Egypt dating back 3,500 years provides a rare 

insight into Egyptian face embalming techniques, never identified 
before. The almost 20-foot-long manuscript, named the Papyrus 
Louvre-Carlsberg, was translated by the University of Copenhagen. 

“The text reads like a memory aid, so the intended readers must have 

been specialists who needed to be reminded of these details, such 

as unguent recipes and uses of various types of bandages,” wrote 

Egyptologist Sofie Schigdt, who translated the papyrus. “We get a list 
of ingredients for a remedy consisting largely of plant-based aromatic 

substances and binders that are cooked into a liquid, with which the 
embalmers coat a piece of red linen. The red linen is then applied to 

the dead person’s face in order to encase it in a protective cocoon of 

fragrant and anti-bacterial matter. This process was repeated at four- 

day intervals...In between the four-day intervals, the body was covered 

with cloth and overlaid with straw infused with aromatics to keep away 

insects and scavengers.” 

The new discovery is incredibly important to the understanding of 

the complex mummification rites and processes conducted in ancient 

Egypt. 7 
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In the acclaimed 

1996 British 

Movie The English 

Patient, the 

For a quarter century, title sequence 

J. Douglas Kenyon features ancient 

was editorand rock art from 

publisher of Atlantis the ‘Cave of 

Rising Magazine. For the Swimmers,’ 

more information found in the 

visit the web site mountainous 
AtlantisRising.com Gilf Kebir plateau 

of the Libyan 

Desert sector of the Sahara. The 

question one might ask is why, 

in one of the driest regions on 

earth, are ‘swimmers’ featured? 

For armchair investigators, 

the mention of lost worlds 

can conjure up many images, 

from deep sea divers to jungle 

temples; from musty libraries, to 
maybe even the vast uncharted 
sands of places like the Sahara, 

but why swimmers? Twenty 

thousand years ago, it turns out, 

the Sahara was no desert. 

The Sahara was, in fact, once 

a great ‘oasis,’ populated by 

humans and animals of many 

descriptions. An MIT study, 

January 2019, by the journal 

Science Advances was based on 
analysis of dust deposits off the 

coast of West Africa over the 

last 240,000 years. That study 

revealed a regular 20,000-year 

cycle of changes from wet to 

dry, and vice versa, synching up 

with monsoonal activity, brought 

on, say researchers, by periodic 

changes in the Earth’s axis. Now, 

a new study, published in January 

ORIGINS 

2021, by researchers from the 

University of Hawaii, Manoa, 

is looking at sedimentary 

cores from the Mediterranean 

Sea floor, where once mighty 

rivers emptied into the Gulf 

of Sirte (Sidra). That study, 

published in Nature Geoscience, 

reinforces the point that for 

at least 160,000 years, the 

Sahara’s climate has alternated 

drastically, but regularly, 

between lush and desert 

conditions. Prehistoric images 

of giraffes, crocodiles and other 

creatures—as well as stone-age 

cave art of swimming humans— 

can still be found in one of the 

driest areas on Earth. 

With a technique called piston 

coring, scientists pressed giant 

cylinders into the ocean’s 

floor, and brought up 30-foot 

columns of mud, containing 

millions of microorganisms 

for cataloguing and cross- 

reference with known river 

discharges. According to 

Cécile Blanchet, lead author 

of the UH study, the changes 

in Sahara’s climate could have 

had a profound effect on the 

movement of both human and 
animal populations. One clear 

takeaway is that the history 

LORS Teens 

1 - Rock art from the “Cave of the 
Swimmers”. Photo credit to Roland 

Unger. Painting of swimmers in 
the Cave of the Swimmers, Wadi 

Sura, Western Desert, Egypt 

2 - Telltale evidence of water 
runoff in the Sphinx enclosure 
from 130,000 years ago 

of the Sahara as we know it is, 

by no means, complete and it 

might be worthwhile to look 

more seriously at alternative 

narratives for Sahara’s history. 

In the early 1990s, when John 

Anthony West, and Boston 

University geologist Robert 

Schoch first argued publicly 
that the Great Sphinx of Giza, 

which sits on the eastern 

edge of the Sahara, had 

been weathered by massive 

rainfall, they were greeted 

with scorn by Egyptologists. 

And despite widespread 

acceptance of their proposition 

by professional geologists, 

Egyptologists, according to 
Wikipedia, consider the “Sphinx 

water erosion hypothesis” a 

“fringe theory.” Of course, 

it can be argued, the main 

reason Egyptologists object, 

is it threatens their cherished 

timeline, that the Sphinx was 

built only about 4,000 years 

ago. 



Never mind that conditions 

on the Giza plateau have been 
desert-like virtually ever since. 

The kind of massive rainfall 

needed to produce weathering 
like that found on the Sphinx 

and in its enclosure could be 
the product of a much earlier 

time than Egyptology is willing 
to admit—one like those 
identified by the UH study. 

Another missing piece to the 

Sahara story might be found 

in a previously unexplained 

feature in Mauritania. Indeed 

some, like YouTube channel 

producer Jimmy Bright, think 
the spot might be the remains 

of Atlantis. As we explained 
in Atlantis Rising Magazine 

#133, November/December 

2018, there is an area in the 

western Sahara once known 

as the Richat structure, also 

that is composed of immense 
concentric circles of raised 

ground—once, perhaps, 
serving as waterways. The 
circumference of the Richat is 
very close to the dimensions 
specified by Plato for Atlantis, 
about 23 kilometers, and is 

bordered by mountains to the 

north and has what looks like 

an opening to the sea on the 

south, just as Plato described. 

Discovered by the NASA 

astronauts of Gemini IV in 1965, 

the Richat was first thought to 

be an impact crater, now ruled 

out by the absence of melted 

rock which would be expected 

in any large impact crater. The 

prevailing view now is that the 

Richat is what remains of once 

domed layers of Earth’s crust, 

a notion, that has never been 

fully investigated, much less, 
proven. 

Bright thinks that before the last 
ice age—the so-called Younger 
Dryas, that began about 11,500 
years ago, about the time that 

Plato says Atlantis went down— 
the Richat must have been at 
sea-level, with water then filling 

its circular channels. 

That the Sahara might have 

been home to an advanced 

civilization is not a new idea. 

Hermetic traditions, like 

Theosophy, have long claimed 
Egypt as the origination point 

for many esoteric teachings. 
Plato, himself, said his Atlantis 

story came from priests at Sais, 

an ancient city on the Eastern 

edge of the Sahara. = 



CHARLES 
CHRISTIAN 

Let’s start 

with two 

important 

basic points: 

Charles Christianisa firstly, this 

barrister and Reuters month’s 

correspondent turned fabulous 

writer, award-winning Creature is 

tech journalist, radio the golem, 

presenter, podcaster, which 

blogger, storyteller, features in 

andsometime Medieval and 

werewolf-hunter who Early Modern 

presents a weekly Jewish 

podcast: the Weird folklore and 

Tales Radio Show should not 

be confused 

with Gollum, a fictional character 

in Tolkien’s Middle-Earth tales. 

And secondly, whereas all the 
other fabulous creatures we 

have so far encountered have 

been elemental, supernatural or 

otherwise paranormal, the golem 

is strictly a man-made artifact, 

fashioned from clay — which is 

appropriate as according to the 

Book of Genesis in The Bible, 

Adam, the first man, was also 

fashioned from mud and dust. 

The background to most golem 

tales sees them being created by 

a sorcerer, typically a rabbi with 

Kabbalistic powers, to act either 

as an automaton servant or to 
protect the Jewish community 

from persecution. But, at some 

point in the story they rebel 

or otherwise become out of 

control and have to be destroyed, 

whereupon they crumble to dust, 

10 

PUR Es 

THE GOLEM 
A CREATURE WITH FEET 
(AND A HEART) OF CLAY 

in some instances killing their 

creators. (Readers will spot the 
similarity with the Mary Shelley’s 

Frankenstein and the Terminator 
movies.) 

As to how golems are activated, 

this was achieved by writing one 

of the names of God on a piece of 

paper, this shem or charm would 

then be inserted in the mouth 

of the golem, hung around its 

neck or attached to its forehead. 

To deactivate the golem, the 

sorcerer simply had to remove 

the shem. Another method was 

to inscribe the word emet ( naX — 

‘truth’ in Hebrew) on the golem’s 

forehead. The golem could then be 

deactivated by removing the aleph 
(&%) in emet thereby changing the 

inscription from ‘truth’ to ‘death’. 

The best known tale is the Golem 

of Prague which was created by 

Judah Loew ben Bezalel*, also 

known as the Maharal, a real-life 

late 16h-century rabbi in Prague, 

who created a golem — called 

Josef or Yossele — to protect the 

local community from anti-Semitic 
attacks and pogroms. Rabbi Loew 

would deactivate the golem on 

Friday evenings so it could rest on 

the Sabbath (Saturday) but one 

day he forgot and, according to the 

legend, he had to chase it around 

the city until he caught it just in 
front of the synagogue. There he 

removed the shem, causing the 

golem to disintegrate and return 

to dust. (*The violinist Yehudi 

Menuhin was one of Rabbi Loew’s 

descendants.) 

This is in contrast with Rabbi Jaffe, 

who lived in Poland and created a 

golem to carry out tasks, such as 

lighting fires, that Jews were not 

permitted to do on the Sabbath. 

Unfortunately, one day this golem 

exceeded its orders, as it began 
setting fire to the whole town 
and had to be destroyed. Another 

well-known tale is the Golem of 

Chelm (in eastern Poland) that 

was created by Rabbi Eliyahu 

(died 1583). If this story is to be 

believed, the Chelm golem was the 

first to be made and earned Rabbi 

Eliyahu the nickname of Eliyahu 

Ba’al Shem after his use of the 

shem charm to control the golem. 

Rabbi Eliyahu is said to have been 

scarred for life on his face when 

the golem exploded into pieces as 

he removed the shem. 

According to legend, Rabbi Loew’s 

golem (maybe he rebuilt it?) is still 

kept in the loft or genizah (storage 

area) of the Old New Synagogue in 

Prague. The loft is not open to the 
public. 
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“*“SIR FRANCIS DRAKE AND HIS PERILOUS 
JOURNEY ACROSS THE GLOBE 
INTERVIEW WITH LAURENCE BERGREEN 
|| BY JOANNA GILLAN 



UEEN Elizabeth’s 
favorite pirate, Sir 

Francis Drake, was a hot- 

tempered, red-haired 

rogue who plundered and 

pillaged his way to the ends 

of the earth. His mastery 

of the seas changed the 

course of history—as a 

pirate raiding Spanish 

galleons, as the first 

explorer to successfully 

circumnavigate the globe, 

and as a naval hero who 

defeated the Spanish 

Armada and reshaped the 

global order. 

In his grand and vivid 

narrative, In Search of 

a Kingdom, Laurence 

Bergreen —the acclaimed 

biographer of explorers 

Magellan, Columbus, and 

Marco Polo—illuminates 

the extraordinary life and 

adventures of Sir Francis 

Drake. 

Engraving showing 
the route of the circumnavigations 
of the globe by Francis Drake and 
Thomas Cavendish from the 1595 
Vera Totius Expeditionis Nauticae 

by the Flemish engraver and 
cartographer Jodocus Hondius 

JG: How did Francis Drake rise 

from his humble beginnings as 

the son of a farmer, and with 

an early career in illicit slave- 

trading, to become an explorer, 

sea captain, vice admiral, 

and the first Englishman to 

circumnavigate the globe? 

LB: Drake's origins and his early 

career as a Slave trader is a 

critical aspect of his life that 

tends to be obscured amid 

the celebration of his later 

accomplishments. He was born 

around 1540 AD in 

sea was brutal and navigation 

was primitive. Nevertheless, 
Drake proved so successful 

that the master of the barque 

bequeathed his ship to the young 

man. 

For a time, Drake engaged in 

local maritime commerce, but 

in his early 20's, about 1563, he 

went to work for his cousin John 

Hawkins, who was one of the 

earliest slave traders in England. 

Drake met with only mixed 

success in this venture. A few 

years later, in 1568, 

Devon, a beautiful Drake while he was ona 
but impoverished witnessed slaving voyage in the 
part of England. He Gulf of Mexico off San 

was the oldest of 12 enough of Juan de Ulua, Spain 
children. His father Spanish cruelty launched a savage 
was a farmer, and, at that time that attack on the hapless 

most important for his he conceived a __ English ships. Drake 
eldest son, Protestant. lifel Hatred and his cousin John 

Fleeing religious 1eIoOng Natre Hawkins were among 
persecution, the Drake of Spain 

family fled to Kent, 

and his father became 

a minister. Soon after, Drake was 

apprenticed to a local shipmaster 

who owned a barque. From then 
on, Drake was destined for a 

career at sea which was, at the 

time, extremely hazardous. The 

the few to survive the 

melee. 

Drake witnessed 
enough of Spanish cruelty at 

that time that he conceived 
a lifelong hatred of Spain and 
dedicated the rest of his career 
to defending English interests 
against Spain in the Caribbean 

pvc domain 



and later around the globe. He 
stopped slaving and instead made 

a career for himself as an aspiring 

pirate attacking Spanish supplies 

of gold across Central and South 
America. At the time, Spain was the 

largest empire in the West, too big to 
police its wealth. Therefore, Drake's 

raids along the east and west coast 
of South America were relatively 
bloodless. He relied more on guile 

and nerve than on force. When 
he captured Spanish sailors, he 

displayed a certain gallantry toward 

them. His success in these exploits 

made him notorious in Spain, where 

he acquired the nickname El Draque, 

the dragon. 

His success in stealing 

Spanish gold, silver, and 

gems brought him to 

the attention of Queen 
Elizabeth, then in the 

early years of her reign 

and in desperate 

need of 
funding for her 

impoverished 

kingdom. Drake 

was the answer 

to her prayers. 
With her covert 

backing, he 

completed the 

first successful 

circumnavigation 

(his predecessor, 

He acquired 
the nickname 
El Draque, the 

dragon. 

time, and his pickup crew were told 

they were undertaking a relatively 

brief voyage to the coast of Brazil 

and back to England. This way he 

was able to attract more sailors 

and to minimize the possibility of 

mutiny. Had they known that Drake 

was planning to circumnavigate the 

globe, an almost sure-fire recipe 

for disaster, they would not have 

gone. In fact, it’s not clear that 

when Drake set out that he was 

committed to circling the globe. If 

conditions were too dangerous, he 

would have headed back. Unlike 

Magellan, who believed he had 

been sent on a mission 

from God and was 

something of a fanatic 

about the matter, Drake 

was far more practical. 

Another difference 

was that he was not 

concerned about 

converting the 

indigenous people 

he encountered 

to Christianity. He 

only wanted to 

nab Spanish gold 

and silver and to 

re-establish trade 

with the Spice 

Islands. His goals 

were commercial 

Ferdinand rather than 
M I bad Portrait of Sir Francis Drake by ligi 

nSES an, Meal Jodocus Hondius / Public domain FENngIous. 
died in the ; 

By the time the 
attempt more 

than 60 years earlier), laid the basis 

for the British Empire, and went on 

to play a leading role in the Battle of 
the Spanish Armada in 1588. 

Why did Drake hide his true 

intentions to circumnavigate the 

globe from his crew? 

LB: There was practically no 

professional navy in England at the 

14 

crew realized his true intentions, 

it was too late to turn back. Drake 

enticed them with the possibility of 

sharing the wealth they acquired on 

the voyage. In the end, they were 

gone for three years rather than the 

months the men expected, but unlike 

Magellan’s voyage, nearly all of 

Drake’s crew survived their voyage. 

Why was it so important to Queen 

Portrait‘of Elizabeth —_— 
of England, the Armada Portrait 

Div. <ce-Benalercvavanvacleyieiay 
to steal gold from Spain 
Wale Move tarca nance shared. vale! 
was the quick fix that 
O]errasam ol by zclelcisamarccre (cel 

to keep her poor, 
Heo) -nccxe Mm a baexe (oyna exe) nates 

Elizabeth for Drake to succeed? And 

why did she keep her support of 

Drake a secret? 

LB: At the time, England was 

almost bankrupt, and Queen 

Elizabeth was in desperate need of 

funds to maintain herself on the 

throne. Catholic countries were 

far wealthier, especially Spain and 

France. So Drake’s uncanny ability 

to steal gold from Spain and bring 
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Cartography of the Drake Voyage circa 1581 by Nicola van Sype 

Golden Hind ship 

it to England was the quick fix that 

Queen Elizabeth needed to keep 

her poor, isolated kingdom going. 

Other pirates tried to do the same 

thing, but Drake was by far the most 
daring and skilful. Without this gold, 

it is possible that Spain would have 

made good on its repeated threats to 

invade England, annex it, and make 

it part of the Spanish empire. Keep in 

mind that England was half Catholic, 
so this was a real possibility. 

Elizabeth kept her support of Drake 
secret because she was afraid that 

if Spain, meaning King Philip, found 

out, he would launch an invasion of 

England to snuff out this nuisance 

SIbVz-leXdae <aelm alae 
support of Drake 
secret because she was 

afraid that if Spain, 
Tater-vareatcas Guatca atletey 
irolenate melerem atomntcelelcel 
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Drake. 
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Spanish Armada 

called Drake. This way Drake could 

pretend to be an independent pirate, 

when in fact he was carrying out 

England’s geopolitical aims. 

What were the greatest dangers 

Drake faced on his expedition to 

circumnavigate the globe? 

LB: The greatest danger Drake 

faced was the unknown — unknown 
weather conditions, hostile 

indigenous people, or disease. Drake 
was adept at coping with the hazards 

he knew, but because of this fear 

of the unknown, he was in his bold 

way rather cautious. During raids, 

for example, he rarely went ashore, 

preferring to remain on his ship. 

What was the most treacherous 

moment on this mission? 

LB: The most treacherous moment 

of his circumnavigation was of his 
own making. Drake suspected one 

of the senior members of the crew, 

Sir Thomas Doughty, who belonged 

to a social rank high above Drake’s, 

of being a witch and trying to take 

over the mission. Suspicion of 

witchcraft in both men and women 

was common in Drake’s era, and he 

was so paranoid about Doughty that 

16 

Drake ordered him tried 

and executed, which 

occurred on Port St. 

Julian on July 2, 1578, 

on the eastern coast of 

South America. (It was, 

coincidentally, the same 
location where Magellan 

had executed a Spanish 

officer suspected of 

treason more than 60 

years earlier.) Drake 

could have faced severe 

consequences for his 

actions on his return to 

England, but Elizabeth 

was so pleased with 

the riches that Drake 

brought back with him 

that he never faced a 

reckoning. 

What was the real 

relationship between 

Drake and Queen 

Elizabeth? 

It’s been speculated that the two 

of them had a torrid affair, but 

there’s no evidence to support 

that. Elizabeth’s intimates were 
drawn from the highest levels of 
the English aristocracy, to which 

Drake did not belong. However, 
they clearly had very good rapport 

and established a good working 

relationship. Nevertheless, Drake 

was always fearful of his sovereign, 
who had the power of life and death 

over him. In the end, she treated 

him well. She knighted him after the 

circumnavigation and gave him a 

magnificent house, Buckland Abbey, 

where he lived in his later years. 

What were the reactions to Drake’s 

successful circumnavigation? 

Elizabeth was of course thrilled and 

relieved that Drake had fulfilled his 
mission and done his part to save 

her reign from squalor. Yet there 
were so many rivals for her favor 

that it took him a full decade to 

1 - Engraving of Sir Francis Drake 
by P. Rothwell. 

2 -Francis Drake knighted in 
Deptford by Queen Elizabeth 
I.. Date: 4th April 1581/ 

3 -1591 portrait of Sir Francis Drake 
by Marcus Gheeraerts the Younger 

receive public recognition for his 

achievement, when it was published 
in a revised edition of Hakluyt’s 

Voyages. (Drake had been excluded 
from the first edition.) Part of the 

reason for the delay was Elizabeth’s 

fear that the news would provoke 

Spain, a much more powerful 
country, into attacking. Drake 

was her hidden weapon, and she 

wanted to keep his achievement 

under wraps. Over time, the 

popular myth of Drake took hold in 

England, and he became celebrated 

as a fearless conqueror, but in his 

day, he was considered a pirate, 

nothing more or less. 
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The bestselling author of Over the 
Edge of the World brings alive the 
extraordinary life and adventures of 
Sir Francis Drake, whose mastery of 
the seas during the reign of Queen 
Elizabeth I changed the course of 
history—as a pirate raiding Spanish 
galleons, as the first explorer to 
successfully circumnavigate the globe, 
and as a naval hero who defeated the 
Spanish Armada and reshaped the 
global order. 

FRANCIS DRAKE, ELIZABETH [, axa 

te PERILOUS BIRTH -frie BRITISH EMPIRE 

Framed around Francis Drake’s key 
explorations as a way to illuminate 
this crucial moment in British history, 
In Search of a Kingdom is a rousing 
adventure narrative mingling wide- 
ranging historical themes with LAURENCE BERGREEN 
ibalabentels passions. Bestselling author of Over the Edge of the World 
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the Oma River Valley 

in Ethiopia are largely 

pastoralists, who 

place a high value o 

cattle, as is illustrated 

in their coming of age 
ritual. The initiation 
custom known as "bull 

jumping," requires a 

lofe)Vm conn aval of-lolar-lale, 

forth twice across 

the backs of a row of 
bulls: If he succeeds, 

he isa man but ifhe | 

fails, he is ridiculed. 

His female relatives 

will dance and invite 

a whipping from the 

young initiated male, 

showing him support 

and the scars on the 7 
ite 

women’s backs give Ps , 

_ them a say on whom 
they would choose as 

il a marriage partner. 



The Li River, Xingping, China, Cormorant fishermans on the ancient bamboo boats with a lighted lamps at sunrise. 
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One of the largest.naval battles in ae known 

famously as the Battle of Red Cliffs, occurred in the 

winter of 208/9 AD as part of the war for control of 

China. The pivotal engagement was between the forces 

of Northern China, led by the warlord Cao Cao, and 

the allied defenders of the south under Liu Betand Sun 

Quan. It involved hundreds of thousands of soldiers, 

though some estimates suggest that.the exact number 

is Closer to one million. 



The First 
Dynasties to 
Rule China 

Xia Dynasty (c. 2070 - 1600 BC) 

Founded by the legendary Yu the Great. 
It is known for developing a flood control 
strategy that stopped the Great Flood of 
China. 

Shang Dynasty (c. 1600 - 1050 
BC) 

Under this dynasty, 31 kings ruled 
along the Yellow River. Great advances 
Acs qcmpar-(e(-mualeat-ldanr-tluneyaleyeahvarvaar-are| 

military strategy. 

Zhou Dynasty (c. 1046 - 256 BC) 

The longest dynasty in China’s history, 
ruling for almost eight centuries. Culture 
iatolebutarcrem-balemabvaltys-leleam-jernc-ten 

Qin Dynasty (221 - 206 BC) 

yaNidatoleredamsaleruco bacco mm aletexe 
EYelcoypaye)eccjabentcialt Mis acmear-Le(cmbarelere bbare, 
idatcmebaveeCecve(oameym-ic-lccmy-V 0 mbalcee-mveatca(c 
Great Wall. 

Han Dynasty (206 BC - 220 AD) 

The Golden Age in Chinese history, with 

prolonged stability and prosperity. The 
Silk Road opened up to connect China 
with the West. 

Six Dynasties Period (220 - 589 
AD) 
A turbulent period consisting of six 
successive Han-ruled dynasties, all with 
their capitals in Jianye (present-day 
INETayptarteay 



THE BATTLE of Red Cliffs is 
recognized as one of the most 

famous naval battles in history, 

not only due to the huge scale 

and numbers involved, but 

also because of the extremely 

dramatic turn of events and 

the fact that it proved to be 

the final nail in the coffin of the 

Han Dynasty in China. By 220 

AD, China would be ruled by a 

tripartite of states: Wei, Shu, and 

Wu. 

Cao Cao, Lord of War 

After 400 years of glorious rule, 

the Han Dynasty of China was 

a shell of its former self and 

much of the land within the Han 

Empire was in fact ruled by local 

warlords. The most important of 

those warlords in the Battle of 

Red Cliffs was Cao Cao, who ruled 

the state of Wei — a large area in 

northeastern China — from 208 

AD until his death in 220 AD. In 

legend, Cao Cao is described as a 

warlord powerful enough to rule 
the world, but also evil enough to 

destroy it. 

By 207 AD, after a series of wars, 

Cao Cao had united the North 

China Plain under his rule. The 

North China Plain is the largest 
alluvial plain in China, consisting 

of approximately 158,100 square 
miles of fertile, sediment-rich soil 

in the Yangtze River delta. 

Cao Cao’s successes won him 

the position of Chancellor of 

the imperial court. In effect, this 

gave Cao Cao control over the 

entire Han government. Having 

gained control of the empire, 
Cao Cao now sought to reclaim 

Han territories and re-establish 

imperial rule. In the fall of 208 AD, 

he turned his war to the south. 

Up the Yangtze River (to the 

south of Cao Cao’s holdings) 

were the provinces of Jing 

and Eastern Wu. Jing was 

controlled by Governor Liu 

Biao and was playing host 

to the political refugee and 

military genius Liu Bei. (For 

sake of clarity, note that Liu 

Bei is the more important 

character in this war. Liu Bei 

will be remembered down 

through the ages as the ideal 

benevolent ruler). 

Eastern Wu was under 

the control of the warlord 

Sun Quan. Both of these 

provinces stood in Cao Cao’s 

In legend, Cao Cao 
is described as a 
watlord powerful 
enough to rule the 
world, but also evil 

enough to destroy it. 

way of resurrecting Han 

China. In Jing province 

was the crucial port city 

and strategic naval base 

Jiangling, located roughly 

halfway up the Yangtze 

River. In addition, the 

province also contained the 

mouth of the Han River. 
The Eastern Wu comprised 

the Han River, as well as 

much of the eastern Han 

holdings. Cao Cao decided 

to attack Jing first. 

Lui Bei’s War 
Alliance 

A longstanding war 

between Jing and Wu 

greatly weakened Governor 

Liu Biao’s army and Cao 

Cao was able to conquer 

the province quickly 

and without significant 

casualties. The Governor 

died in the conflict and 

Liu Bei, from Thirteen Emperors Scroll, Seventh Century (Public Domain) 25 
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command of the remaining 
Jing warriors fell to Liu Bei. 
The General was forced 
to flee the city, ultimately 
ending up in the city of 

Xiakou. There he began to 

negotiate an anti-Cao Cao 

alliance between Jing and 

Wu. 

Around the same time, 

Wu leader Sun Quan had 

received a letter from Cao 

Cao in which the Chancellor 

boasted that he commanded 

an army of 800,000 men 

ready to go to war for 

the emperor. This blatant 

attempt to intimidate 

Sun Quan is regarded by 

many historians as an 

exaggeration, however, it is 

agreed that Cao Cao most 

likely did have an impressive 

fighting force of between 
200,000 and 300,000 men. 

Sun Quan agreed to ally 

with Liu Bei. Together they 

managed to recruit a ragtag 

army of about 50,000- 

80,000 southerners. 

The southern generals 

planned a strategy to take 

advantage of Cao Cao’s 

bloated troop numbers 

and turn it against him. 
Although Cao Cao had a 

clear numerical majority, the 

southern forces were not 

completely helpless. About 
half of Sun Quan’s men were 

experienced mariners, while 

the vast majority of Cao 

Engravings ona 
cliffside near Chibi City, 
possible location of the 
Battle of Red Cliff. The 

engravings are at least a 

thousand years old. 

Cao’s men had never fought 
in a naval battle before. 

Also, the southern lowlands 

were host to a number of 

tropical diseases to which 

the local southern soldiers 

had immunity. Sun Quan’s 

army enjoyed the home field 

advantage and conditions in 

the south, including weeks of 

rainy and damp conditions, 
would wreak havoc on the 

invading northerners. 

The Battle of Red 
Cliffs 

In the late summer of 208 

AD, Cao Cao led his army 

south to capture the port 
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city of Jiangling on the 

Yangtze River, which would 

enable him to control trade. 

The first skirmish arrived 

when they met resistance 

from Liu Bei’s army, but Cao 

Cao’s men scattered their 

troops. 

One of the many challenges 

facing Cao Cao was 

transporting his land troops 
by water. While Cao Cao had 

many ships and planned to 

use them to defeat armies in 

the south along the Yangtze 

An alleged site of the Battle of Red Cliffs: 

River, his men were not used 

to the water and they were 

plagued with seasickness. 

Eventually, it got so bad that 

the commander decided to 

lash all of the boats together, 

forming one giant barge, 

in an attempt to reduce 

the rocking. This worked 

but reduced the navy’s 
manoeuvrability. A section 

of the army remained on 
the ship while the rest 

disembarked and camped 

on the northern bank of the 

Yangtze River; the forces 

of Liu Bei and Sun Quan 

camped on the southern 

bank, known locally as Chibi 
(Red Cliffs). 

A southern general Zhou Yu 

wrote a letter to Cao Cao, 

proposing to defect and to 
turn his ships over to Cao 

Cao’s fleet. The ruse worked 

A mural showing chariots and cavalry, from the Dahuting Tomb of the late Eastern Han Dynasty (25-220 AD), located in 
Zhengzhou, Henan province, China. Jf 
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and when the ships arrived, 

they were not bringing 

soldiers, but instead were 

filled with tinder and oil. 

Approaching the enemy’s 
giant tied up barge, these 

ships were set on fire, 
with the wind steering 

them directly to Cao Cao’s 
vulnerable fleet. 

Chaos ensued. Thousands 

died in the flames but 

even more drowned in the 

river as they attempted to 

escape. Before long, the fire 

spread to the camp on the 

riverbank. And the worst was 

yet to come. Out of the dark, 

smoke-filled night emerged 

Liu Bei’s army, ready to 

pick off any survivors. Only 

a portion of the southern 

army participated in the 

attack, but in the confusion, 

Cao Cao cites a poem before the Battle of Red Cliffs, portrait at the Long Corridor of 

the northern army did not 

know this and thought that 
the entire southern army 

was Staging an attack. The 
morale of Cao Cao’s army 

broke almost immediately. 

Soldiers broke rank and 

scattered, many seeking 

refuge in the dense swamps 

surrounding the river. 

The rain of the previous 

few days had swollen the 

marsh waters and many 

northerners drowned. 

Others struggled to make 

their way through the dark, 

overgrown wetland and 

were easily run down by 

southern cavalry to be killed 

or captured. 

As the war progressed, Cao 
Cao and his men regrouped 

at Jiangling. Sun Quan’s army 

quickly followed and engaged 

in the decisive Battle of 

Jiangling. After this, Cao Cao 

retreated back to the north. 

The war was over, and his 

province had lost 99 miles as 

a result of the campaign. 

Nonetheless, Cao Cao 

remained a powerful warlord 

and in 220 AD, when the Han 

Emperor officially abdicated, 

Cao Cao’s northern territories 

became the state of Wei. 

Liu Bei took over the Jing 

providence and lands ceded 
by Cao Cao, forming the 
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the Summer Palace, Beijing 

state of Shu. These states 

combined with Sun Quan’s 

Wu state, to usher in the 

Three Kingdoms period of 

China. 

The exact location of the 

southern bank called Chibi 

or Red Cliffs has never been 

established. The battle site 

was not marked for posterity 

and local names of places 

change over the centuries. 

The Battle of Red Cliffs was 

immortalized in the Chinese 

novel Romance of the Three 

Kingdoms, written in the 14th 

century by Luo Guanzhong. 

Cao Cao 
and His 72 
Decoy Tombs 
Despite Cao Cao’s significant role in 

Chinese history, the whereabouts of his 

final resting place has been a matter 

of conjecture as he reportedly went to 

great lengths to keep the location of 

his tomb a secret. To prevent looters 

desecrating his body Cao Cao had 72 

coffins made, which were transported 

to 72 separate burial sites. 

In 2009, the Henan Provincial Cultural 

Heritage Bureau claimed to have found 

(@r-Yo Or-lo om ol Ul at] mexo)an] ©) (=>. emee) Y=) al a4 

an area of 740 square metres, in 

Xigaoxue Village, Anyang County. 

Archaeologists uncovered the remains 

of three people — a man in his 60s, a 

woman in her 50s and another woman 

in her 20s — believed to be those of 

Cao Cao, one of his wives, and a 

servant. They also dug up more than 

250 artifacts, including gold, silver, 

pottery, paintings, a sword, scabbard, 

and 59 engraved stone plates logging 

the name and number of articles 

buried in the tomb. Most significantly, 

was the discovery of stone tablets 

attached to eight weapons and 

artifacts, bearing the inscription: 

“This is what the King of Wei Wu 

used”. 

Some experts have questioned the 

authenticity of the tomb, arguing 

that the artifacts of the tomb were 

fake, and that the Anyang County 

government fraudulently produced 

evidence to associate an ancient 

tomb with a legendary warlord in 

(ol ge l-lan comor-aM lamelammelelacianmm Galata 

(olF-ViaaMuar-lendal-mce)ealolr-laromualm-lelf-laclale 

one actually belonged to Cao Huan 

(last ruler of Cao Wei) and his father 
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sD TREASURE 
E FIRST CHINESE EMPEROR 

|| BY WU MINGREN 

The tomb of the First Emperor of China, Qin Shi 

Huang, is sealed up and unexplored despite being one 

of the greatest archaeological discoveries of all times. 

The strange and deadly history of the tomb and its 

contents has been buried beneath vegetation for over 

two millennia: 



THE TWO DECADES following 218 
BC was a period of instability in the 

Mediterranean as the Roman Republic 

went to war with the Carthaginians. In 

the Far East, by contrast, this period 

was relatively stable, as a unified 

China emerged from the chaos of the 
Warring States Period. Qin Shi Huang 

was the man responsible for uniting 

the seven warring states to form the 

first imperial dynasty of China. The 

First Emperor of China was as obsessed 

with life as he was with the afterlife. 

Whilst occupied with the search for 

the elixir of immortality, Qin Shi Huang 

was also busy building his tomb. 

A study of ancient texts written on thou- 

sands of wooden slats reveals the extent 

of the emperor’s power and his desire 

to live forever. The artifact includes 
an executive order from Emperor Qin 

Shi Huang for a nationwide hunt for 
the elixir of life, and the replies from 

local governments. 
One village, called 

Duxiang, reported 
that no miraculous 

potion had been 
found there yet 

but assured the 

emperor that they 

would continue to 
search. Another 

place, Langya, 

claimed to have 
found an herb on 

an “auspicious local 

mountain”, which could do the job. 

The construction of the emperor’s 

tomb began long before Qin Shi Huang 

became the first Chinese emperor. 

When Qin Shi Huang was 13 years old, 

he ascended the throne of Qin, and 

immediately began building his eternal 

The First Emperor of China The two 
was as obsessed with life 

as he was with the afterlife. the Yangtze 
Whilst occupied with the 
search for the elixir of 

immortality, Qin Shi Huang _ the tomb using 

was also busy building his 
tomb. 

resting place. It was only in 221 BC, how- 

ever, when Qin Shi Huang successfully 
unified China, that full-scale construction 

would begin, as he then commanded 
manpower totalling 700,000 from 

across the country. The tomb, located in 

Lintong County, Shaanxi Province, took 

over 38 years to complete, and was only 

finished several years after his death. 

An account of the construction of Qin 

Shi Huang’s tomb — 

and its descrip- 

tion can be found 

in the Records of 

the Grand Historian, 

which was written by 
the Han dynasty historian, 

Sima Qian. According to 

this source, Qin Shi Huang’s 

tomb contains “palaces and 
scenic towers for a hundred 

Officials”, as well as numerous 

rare artifacts and treasures. 

major rivers 

of China, 

and the 

Yellow River, 

are alleged to 

be simulated in 

mercury. Whilst 

the rivers and 

other features 
of the land are 

represented on the floor of the tomb, 

its ceiling is decorated with the heavenly 

constellations. Thus, Qin Shi Huang could 

continue to rule over his empire even in 

the afterlife. To protect the tomb, the 

emperor’s craftsmen were instructed 

to make traps which would fire arrows 

at anyone who entered the tomb. 



Terracotta Warriors and Horses, sculptures depicting the armies 
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Qin Shi Huang tomb unearthed bronze chariot 
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Assassination attempt on Qin Shi Huang (Public Domain). 

Qin Shi Huang’s funeral was conducted 

by his son, who ordered the death of any 

concubines of the late emperor who did 

not have sons. This was done in order to 
re) ge)vilol=Maelanley-la\melm@liamsialmalltlarcala 

the afterlife. When the funerary cere- 

monies were over, the inner passageway 

was blocked, and the outer gate was 

lowered, so as to trap all the craftsmen 

in the tomb. This was to ensure that the 
workings of the mechanical traps and 

the knowledge of the tomb’s treasures 

Vo] 0] (om atoyen ol-Wol\V0] (:<-\o Mm alal-lINVAm e)(-lalas) 

and vegetation were planted on the 

tomb so it would resemble a hill. 

Although a written record regarding 

Qin Shi Huang’s tomb was already in 

existence roughly a century after the 

emperor’s death, it was only re-dis- 

covered in the 20th century (whether 

the tomb has been robbed in the past, 

however, is unknown). In 1974, a group 

of farmers digging wells in Lintong 

County dug up a life-size terracotta 

warrior from the ground. This was the 

beginning of one of the greatest archae- 

ological discoveries of all times. Over the 

EsimncelU| axe L=\er-\e(=\pur-] of 00] my 01010 mua) a e-lero) nite) 

warriors have been uncovered around 
Qin Shi Huang’s tomb. It is estimated, 

however, that a total of between 

6,000 and 8,000 of these warriors 

were buried with Qin Shi Huang. 

The terracotta army is but the tip 

of the iceberg, as the emperor’s 

tomb itself remains unexcavated. 

It is unlikely that the tomb of Qin Shi 

Huang will be opened any time soon. 

For a start, there are the tomb’s booby 

ida) evar Kom aalclalnceyal-lem oa) ine melt-lan 

Despite being over two millennia old, 

it is still possible that they would still 

function as effectively as the day they 

were installed. Furthermore, the pres- 

ence of mercury would be incredibly 

dangerous to anyone who entered the 

ixo}anvomvvidalele| ar-] 0) e)ae) ela t-lu-m e)ge)a-\einle) am 

Most importantly, however, is the fact 

that our technology at present would not 

be adequate to deal with the sheer scale 

(om aal-MUlalel=le-4nelblalemere)anle)(->ar-lalomaal= 

preservation of the excavated artifacts. 

As a case in point, the terracotta war- 

riors were once brightly painted, though 

exposure to the air and sunlight caused 

the paint to flake off almost immediately. 

UFaiul maelmsat-)ane-voalare) (e):4(er-] W-lolZ-] alee 

ments have been made, it is unlikely 

that archaeologists will risk opening the 

tomb of the First Emperor of China. 



The Emperors’ 
_ | Jade Shrouds 

: The wealth and 

opulence of the 

Chinese Han dynasty 

Fi a (206 BC — 220 AD) 

is illustrated in the 

jade burial suits of 

the Han Emperors, 

like Liu Sui, Prince of 

Liang and Prince Huai. 

Initially believed to 

be just legend, 20th 

century archaeologists 

uncovered tombs 

where the royalty lay 

in their jade shrouds. 

| Mi at-Mantevmlaalelelac-laie 

_ resource related to 

the suits comes from 

i the “Book of Later 
Han’, which described 

the traditional way of 

f making them. Up to 

2498 pieces of jade 

were joined by wire, 

covered with silver or 

feo) (o-Vato mi] Lalale) ele)aicy 

The jade shroud of Liu 
_——_—s Xiu, King of Zhongshan, , 

__ is displayed in the 
. “s National Museum 
of China, Beijing. 
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WARRIORS 

IN WAITING 
THE EXQUISITE TERRACOTTA ARMY 

OF CHINAS FIRST EMPEROR 

|| CONTRIBUTIONS BY LIZ LEAFLOOR AND JOANNA GILLAN 

When Chinese farmers uncovered an ancient site 

| | while digging a well in 1974, they had no idea they 

were to encounter a giant army of life-sized ceramic 

warriors. 
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The Terracotta Army 

in the Mausoleum of 

Emperor Qin Shi Huang. 

@ Each terracotta warrior 

is unique and is believed 
to have been modeled 

on a real-life soldier. 

Traces of pigment 
a, revealed that the soldiers 

- were originally painted 

in vivid colors. 

HE terracota army 

of Emperor Qin Shi 

Huang had lain in wait for 

2,000 years, guarding the 

emperor’s tomb — the largest 

in Chinese history - at the 

base of Lishan Mountain in 

Shaanxi Province. 

Experts believe that the 

army was meant to protect 
the First Emperor in his 

journey after death, and that 

construction of his tomb and 

army, began soon after he 

ascended to the throne in 

246 BC, and took more than 

700,000 laborers 40 years to 

complete. 

More than 8,000 clay 

soldiers have been found to 
date, each placed according 

to rank. Traces of pigment 
revealed they were once 

painted in various colors 

that faded through the ages. 

They were equipped with 

new weapons, including 
fully-functional 

army of terracotta figures, as 
well as the 130 chariots and 

nearly 700 horse sculptures 
buried with them, the whole 

process had been done 

‘assembly-line’ fashion, 

with workers tasked with 

creating just mouths, or 

just noses, and the pieces 

would then be added to 

the whole. However, recent 

researchrevealed a surprise 

| 

Real-Life 
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Replicas of 

Using advanced imaging 
technology, researchers 

from the 
lances, swords, ‘ Pa Ie 

crossbows and Archaeologists University 
arrows—It was atid historians College London 

believed atthe have marveled (UCL) and . 

time that this . . Emperor Qin 
over the find since — shi Huang's 

would allow : dj * : 

the soldiersto its re sanmnnieal ales eum 

defend their wondering how Site Museum 

king in th : : in China 
oh cbeohabie ancient artisans cnniieeel tha 

afterlife. 
created the life- each warrior 

Archaeologists  sjzed clay soldiers, was made to 
and historians 

have marveled 

find since its 

rediscovery, wondering how 

ancient artisans created the 

life-sized clay soldiers, each 

seemingly unique in detail. 

Until now, the conventional 

view was that to create the 

each seemingly 
over the unique in detail. 

represent a 

real soldier of 

the time who 

served in the 

army of Qin Shi Huang. 

The team took detailed 

scans of the facial features 

of the warriors, in particular 

the ears, which forensic 

research shows can be used 



to identify individuals as 
effectively as a fingerprint. 

The scans revealed that no 

two ears of the sculptures 

were identical. This variance 

and that they were deadly. 

Scientists from the University 

College London and the 

Terracotta Army Museum 

in shape mimics ; reproduced 

real human The ceramic arrowheads 

populations soldiers have their from the 

and gives hair fashioned in 60nd century 
support to the ; BC, when the 
hearty that different styles, Terracotta 

realism was the their clothing and = Army was built, 

intent. uniforms differ, 2nd tested 
: them with a 

The ceramic and even their cicscocet 

soldiershave facial expressions that period. The 
their hair are unique results showed 
fashioned in ° 

different styles, 

their clothing and uniforms 

differ, and even their facial 

expressions are unique. 

Further research into the 

weapons and armor of the 

warriors revealed distinct 
pieces sporting makers’ 

marks. This would have 

made each artisan personally 

responsible for his work. 

In December 2013, an 

analysis on the weapons 

found buried with the clay 

warriors revealed they were 

real weapons, not replicas, 
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that the arrows 

easily pierced 

through the armor used at 

the time and would have 

been capable of inflicting a 

fatal blow. 

Arrowheads were the most 
abundant weaponry to be 

found among the terracotta 

warriors; as many as 40,000 

have been recovered to date. 

They were in bundles of 100 

units which are thought to 

represent the contents of a 

single crossbowman's quiver. 

Each arrow was composed 

of the triangular pyramid- 

shaped projectile point, and 

a tang which assisted the 

point's snug insertion into 

a bamboo or wood shaft, 

with a feather attached at 

the distal end. The metallic 

components of the arrow 

are the only parts that were 

preserved. 

Research has revealed 

that teams of craftspeople 

worked in small groups to 

produce the bronze pieces 

in batches. The lack of wear 

The weapons 
of the terracotta 

army were 

designed to kill 
as efficiently 
in the afterlife 

as in this one. 

confirmed the weapons 

were never used but 

instead built solely for the 

tomb. The trigger pieces 

of crossbows were found 

to be mostly uniform, 

suggesting the parts were 

made in the same or 

nearly identical molds 

and produced in small 

batches. Each batch of 

the trigger pieces was 

likely then assembled 

in small cells, or 

workshops, perhaps 

headed by an 

overseer. 

One thing is for 

certain, the 

weapons of the 

terracotta army 

were designed to 

kill as efficiently 

in the afterlife 

as in this one. 
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A crossbow mechanism from the Han 

Dynasty (206 BC - 220 AD) 

The Ancient 
Chinese 
Crossbow 
The first known crossbows came from 

EY atol(=lajem Gal late Pusve) antom al cine) al-Varcm ole) (e\"Z21 

the Chinese had invented the first crude 

crossbows as early as 2000 BC. This is 

based on certain bone, stone and shell 

artifacts that have been interpreted as 

crossbow triggers. 

The first crossbows with metal 

components are approximately 2600 years 

old. Bronze triggers that were once part of 

crossbows were discovered in a grave in 

Qufu, Shandong Province. These artifacts 

date to around 600 BC, when this area was 

part of the State of Lu during the Spring 

and Autumn period. 

Nofolintoyar-lihVm ol aelay4omelgeys-jele) iva ole) LMM =1 c=t 

found in a mid-fifth century BC grave in 

Hubei province, which was at that time 

part of the State of Chu. In 2015, the first 

complete crossbow from the Qin Dynasty 

was excavated by archaeologists from the 

tomb of Qin Shi Huang. This crossbow, 

which measures nearly five feet in length, 

had a firing range of 2500 feet! 
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1. 
Forbidden 
City 

The Forbidden City in Beijing was designed as a 

replica of the ‘Purple Palace’ in Heaven, as the 

emperor of China was believed to be the Son of 
Heaven. Once home to 14 emperors of the Ming 

Dynasty and 10 emperors of the Qing Dynasty, 

the imperial palace complex was declared a World 

Heritage Site in 1987. 

Construction of the Forbidden City began in 1406 

AD during the fourth year of the reign of the 

Ming emperor Yongle and was completed in 1420 

AD. The complex covers an incredible 7,750,015 

square feet. Vast numbers of huge stones, the 

heaviest of which weigh more than 240 tons and —— 

would have weighed more than 360 ton before 

they fragmented, came from a quarry 43 miles 

away. Since people in China were using the wheel Pa 

since around 1500 BC, it was believed that this is 

how the huge stones were transported. However, tS. 

a 500-year-old document recently translated ‘ 

revealed the giant stones were slid for miles on 

specially constructed sledges and dragged over 

slippery paths of wet ice by a team of men over 28 

days. The workers dug wells every 1640 feet to 

get water to pour on the ice to lubricate it, which 

made it easier to slide the rocks. The Forbidden 

City has 800 buildings and is said to contain 8,700 

chambers. 
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It was called the Forbidden City because as the 

residence of the emperor and the royal family, 

it was inaccessible to ordinary people. The Inner 

ees Court was the domestic realm of the emperor and 

his family and only eunuchs were allowed here. 

———— The Outer Court, used for ceremonial purposes, 

was accessible to government officials and foreign 

(olfdalhe=)a(=\sem Malem mela o)(o(o(-1am Olav cme) ae) (olel-la mare) 

more, as an estimated 7 million tourists visited 

this site each year, pre-Covid. 



2. 
The Great 

VV (o1| Mey Gl atlale) 

Contrary to popular belief, the 

Great Wall of China is not one 

continuous wall, but a series of 

fortifications. During the Spring 

and Autumn Period (770—476 BC) 

princes of independent states 

ordered walls to be built along 

their borders. The walls of the 

rake) ual=)aalaa resi mci =| Kom <<] aM Aal-le 

and Qin would form the nucleus of 

the Great Wall. 

At the end of the Warring State 

period (221 BC), China was unified 

by Qin Shi Huang who became 

the First Emperor and founded 

the Qin Dynasty. To protect 

China against the Xiongu in the 

rake) au apa alome)ael-la-tomaal=maleladarslaa 
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extended. Hundreds of thousands 
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project. In the succeeding Han 

Dynasty, the threat of the Xiongu 

remained and the Great Wall was 

reinforced. It was also extended to 

the west to provide protection for 

the famous Silk Route. 

WLU Lela eoymdarcme)atalare]MVVclimeleliie 

during the Qin and Han Dynasties 

was eroded by the elements. The 

fate of the Great Wall fluctuated 

between the fall of the Han 

Dynasty in 220 AD and the rise 

of the Ming Dynasty in 1368. 

Ever fearful of an invasion from 

the north, the Ming emperors 

raakeliaue=|ialeve pmsl acl arcadal=la(cemer-lale 

enlarged the existing walls. 

Although more formidable than 

those built by the previous 

dynasties, the wall failed to 

protect them when the invading 

Manchus crossed it in 1644 and 

established the Qing Dynasty, 

which saw no need to further 

construct or maintain the Great 

Wall. 

Only during the 1950s, did the 

Chinese government begin to 

reconstruct and maintain the 

wall and it became one of China’s 

national symbols, as well as a 

popular tourist destination. In 

1987, the Great Wall of China was 

inscribed as a UNESCO World 

Heritage Site. 
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Great Wall in Numbers 

2,300 years 
Age of the wall 

13,170 miles 
Official length of the great wall 

63,000,000 
Number of visitors in 2001 

46 feet 
Height of the wall at its highest 
point 

25,000 
Original number of watchtowers 
along the wall 

300,000 
Number of wall builders in the Qin 47 
Dynasty 
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Ornament in detail at the Temple of Heaven, Beijing, China 

On a smaller scale to the 

Forbidden City, covering 

273 hectares with 90 

buildings and 600 rooms, 

the Temple of Heaven 

in Beijing is considered 

the finest example of 
Chinese architecture and 

engineering. 

Constructed only 600 

years ago, the design and 

layout of the Temple of 

Heaven symbolize the 

feudal dynasties that 

ruled China for more than 

2,000 years. The buildings’ 
layouts are in line with the 

traditional Chinese belief 

that the earth is square 

and heaven is round. The 

temple’s bases are square, 

and the walls are round. 

The architectural design 

embodies philosophy, 

cosmogony, art, science and 

of course sacrificial rituals 

of the time when Chinese 

emperors sacrificed animals 

to the gods on the temple’s 

altars to atone and beseech 
them to bestow bountiful 

harvests on the people. 

In 1406, Emperor Yongle 

of the Ming Dynasty 

commissioned the 

construction of the Altar 

of Heaven and Earth, and 

in 1530, Emperor Jiajing 

commissioned the Circular 

Mound Altar so he could 

make separate sacrifices 

to earth and heaven. He 

renamed the Altar of 

Heaven and Earth as The 

Temple of Heaven. The 

way the complex stands 

now was completed in 

1749 after Qing emperors 

Qianlong and Guangxu had 

it reconstructed. 



4. 
The Leshan 
Giant Buddha 

Carved into the side of Mount 

Lingyun, the colossal 1,300-year- 

old Leshan Giant Buddha statue 

is considered to be the largest 

stone Buddha in the world. The 

statue faces the sacred Mount 

Emei with rivers flowing below 

its feet and it depicts a smiling 

monk, calmly sitting, resting his 

hands upon his knees with heavy- 

lidded eyes gazing across the 

river. The statue is believed to be 

Maitreya, a Buddha and disciple 

of Sakyamuni, who is thought 

to have been the founder of 

Buddhism. 

Measuring 233 feet, the entire 

statue is made of stone, except 

for the ears - measuring 23 

feet and capable of holding 

two people inside - which were 

crafted out of wood, then affixed, 

and covered with clay. Its head 

is 50 feet high and its hair is 

arranged in curls with 1,021 

twists that have been skilfully 

embedded in the head. It is 

alleged that 100 monks could 

sit on one foot, and its smallest 

toenail can accommodate a 

seated person. 

The appeal of the Buddha lies 

not only in its size but in its 

architectural craftsmanship. 

Several ingenious drainage 

passages hidden inside the 

Buddha's hair, collar, chest, and 

back of the ears, have prevented 

the statue from serious erosion 
and weathering over the 

millennia. 
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Compared to when it was initially 

completed, the statue looks quite 

different today. It once sat ina 

grand 13-story wooden pavilion 

which protected the carving from 

erosion. However, the pavilion was 

eventually destroyed at the end 

of the Ming Dynasty, exposing the 

statue to the elements. 

For the ancient Chinese, building 

a statue of this size was a way of 

thanking their gods. At the start 

of the Lunar New Year, tens of 

thousands of Chinese people flock 

to the Leshan Giant Buddha to pay 

their respects and pray for good 

fortune. 

The 233 feet tall Giant Buddha (Dafo), 
carved out of the mountain in the 8th 

century CE, Leshan, Sichuan province 



5. Pingyao 

The ancient city of Pingyao is 

located in the center of China’s 

Shanxi Province, exemplifying a well- 

preserved traditional Han Chinese 

city. The city was first established 

during the Western Zhou Dynasty 

(ninth to eighth century BC), and as 

the centuries flowed, an evolution of 

architectural styles and elements of 

urban planning were incorporated 

into its urban fabric, but many of the 

city’s present structures were built 
from the 14th century AD onwards. 
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The decoration of red linterns on the streets of Pingyao Ancient To 

Built around the beginning of the 

Ming Dynasty in 1370, the city’s 

walls, which stretch over a distance 

of about 3.73 miles, originally served 

to protect the city from enemy 

attacks. The walls, which have an 

average height of 39 feet, were 

further fortified by 72 watchtowers - 

with four larger ones on each corner. 

Six gates, one each in the northern 

and southern walls and two each 

on the eastern and western walls, 

provide access in and out of Pingyao. 
As the positions of these gates give 

the city a resemblance to the outline 

of a tortoise, Pingyao has been given 

the nickname of ‘Tortoise City’. 

During the Ming and Qing 

Dynasties, Pingyao was a major 

economic powerhouse. This 

was the birthplace of the Jin 

Businessmen and Merchants, the 

prominent traders from Shanxi. 

The first Chinese trading shop 

is recorded to have opened in 
Pingyao and in the following 

centuries almost all of the large 

trading shops in China were based 

in this city. Many of these trading 
shops can be found on Ming Qing 

Street where their magnificent 
remains can still be seen today. 
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The walls surrounding the city of Pingyao were first built in the 
Xizhou Dynasty, and have a history of about 2,700 years. 
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Sticky Rice 
Mortar 

Ancient Chinese culture has 

made great contributions to 

humanity, such as the ‘Four Great 

Inventions of China’ - the compass, 

gunpowder, paper, and printing - 

but sticky rice-lime mortar may be 

added to the list of ancient Chinese 

TaN evalate) ary. 
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evidence, the sticky rice-lime 

mortar technique was developed 

during the South-North Dynasty 

(386-589 AD). 

Recent research investigated 

whether sticky rice-lime mortar 

could be used for the restoration of 

ialsixe) alor-] Maat-ke)alavaeo)a\si aa loa (o) ain 

Bricks used in ancient buildings are 

softer than those used today, so 

pure mortar would have been too 

strong and ended up destroying 

the bricks. It was found that the 

micro-structure of this binding 

material, which is formed due to 

the interaction of the sticky rice 

el avolmual=Wer-) (ell aa ahVie] qe) d(olem (if-],<ete| 
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to resist damages from the natural 
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but the historical accuracy is also 

maintained. 





THE REIGN 

OF WU ZETIAN 
THE RUTHLESS PATH 

FROM CONCUBINE TO 

EMPRESS 
| BY ALEKSA VUCKOVIC 

tor ig of Wu Zetian, China’s first and only 

jeror, is one of the most ‘a and 



On February 17, 624 AD, Wu Zetian 

(then Wu Zhao) was born in either 

Lizhou or Wenshui in China, the 

daughter of WU Shiyué, who made his 

fortune through the timber business. 

AD. Her ambition was said to be ruthless 

and in 654 AD Wu Zetian strangled her 

newborn daughter in order to frame her 

rival, the Empress Wang. Whether this is 

true or not is a subject of much debate. 

Her mother was a member of the Yang 

family, a powerful family of that era. 

Her family was friendly with Li Yuan, a 

governor who would go on to overthrow 

the emperor and install a puppet ruler, 

eventually deposing him as well. 

From early childhood, as is natural for a 

daughter of a wealthy family, Wu Zhao 

was well-educated, and proved to be a 

shrewd young woman. At 14, Wu Zhao 

was sent to the imperial palace to serve 

as a concubine to Emperor Taizong. A 

concubine was in effect a ‘lesser wife’, 

and thus Wu enjoyed many benefits. 

She pursued her education, eventually 

rising to the rank of cairen — meaning 

“talented” — the fifth of nine ranks of 

China’s imperial consorts. 

RISING THROUGH THE RANKS 

Emperor Taizong had 14 children and 

Wu Zetian had an affair with his ninth struggle, in which intrigue and 

son, Li Zhi, who would go on to become accusations ran rampant, Wu managed 
Emperor to influence the deposing of Empress 

Her ambition Gaozong of Wang, in turn becoming the new 

. Tang. During empress consort. She later ordered the 
was said to be his reign, murder of Empress Wang, completely 
ruthless and she became removing one of her staunchest rivals. 
in 654 AD Wu a Zhaoyi, This, and the murder of others who 

. the highest- opposed her, earned her a fearsome 
Zetian strangled ranking level seouksinan, 

her newborn of concubine. 

During the reign of Emperor Gaozong of Tang Wu 
Zetian became the highest ranking concubine. 

(Magnus Manske / Public Domain ) 

In the midst of this vicious power 

When the emperor died in 683 AD, 
daughter in Hales Wu Zeti jangtaihe her ticket to u Zetian became a huangtaihou, the 

order to frame power and she empress dowager and regent to the new 
: : emperor, her son Li Zhe, or Zhongzong of 

her rival, the peclecgeine Tang. However, Li Zhe made his own wife 

Empress Wang. influential an empress consort and proposed to 
inthe catrt make her father a high-ranking official. 

of Emperor This came to the attention of Wu Zetian 

through her highly dense web of secret 

soldiers and informants, causing her to 

issue an edict demoting the emperor to 

Taizong, becoming his favorite concubine 

and giving birth to her first son in 652 
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Wu Zetian, Empress in the Tang Dynasty Harem ( Public Domain ) 
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The Fengxian cave of the Longmen Grottoes was commissioned by Wu Zetian. 

a prince and exiling him to 

the provinces. 

THE EMPRESS REGNANT 

The other officials loyal 

to the deposed emperor 

were also exiled, or even 

executed, and she made 

her youngest son, Li Dan, 

Emperor Ruizong. It was 

nevertheless Wu Zetian who 

ruled in every aspect of the 

word. In 690, most likely 

under his mother’s influence, 

Emperor Ruizong yielded the 

throne to Wu Zetian, naming 

her the Huangdi, the ruler, 

or empress regent, of a new 

Zhou dynasty. 

This was the culmination 

of Wu Zetian’s years of 

meticulous planning. A 

female as an emperor was an 

unprecedented occurrence 

in the Chinese tradition 

of that time. For many, 

it went against the laws 

of men and the heavens. 

Thus, Wu Zetian was often 

under a heavy barrage of 

condemnation which she 

fought with terror, shrewdly 

employing her soldiers, 

and placing her own, highly 

skilled people in official 

positions. 

One of the key 

developments under her 

rule had to do with state 

religion. In a sense Wu Zetian 

made Buddhism the official 

religion, raising its status 

above Taoism and building 

several temples. Two years 

into her reign, she ordered 

the attack against the 

neighboring Tibetan Empire 

and her forces managed to 



recapture four important 

garrisons in the empire’s 

western regions. This victory 

would be shadowed later in 

her reign when her armies 

would suffer several defeats. 

The first of these was in the 

spring of 696, when her two 

generals were defeated by 

the Tibetans. But all in all, 

China significantly expanded 

its borders into Middle Asia 

and the Korean peninsula. 

Chinese Empress Wu 
Zetian, from concubine 

to one of China’s most 

powerful rulers. 

A female as an emperor 
was an unprecedented 
occurrence in the Chinese 
tradition of that time. For 
many, it went against the 
laws of men and the heavens 



Wu Zetian’s rule was not 

entirely focused on terror. 

She was also responsible 

for creating the civil service 

examination, making it a 

crucial part of the Chinese 

imperial bureaucracy. This 

ensured that only the highly 

skilled could efficiently rise 

into influential positions. 

This in turn gained her favor 

with the commoners, as it 

meant that citizens of almost 

every caste could apply for 

a government position, as 

long as they passed a very 

difficult test. 

Wu Zetian was also 

instrumental in re-designing 

certain aspects of the 

Chinese society, changing 

the relationship between the 

state and Taoism, Buddhism, 

literature, and education. 

She wrote numerous 

poems and funded many 

works of art, such as the 

statues in the Longmen 

Grottoes, one of the most 

astonishing examples of 

Chinese Buddhist art, as well 

as the Wordless Stele in the 

Qianling Mausoleum. 

LATER REIGN AND DEATH 

In the middle of her reign, 

Wu Zetian became quite 

close with two prominent 

officials of her court — the 

brothers Zhang Yizhi and 

Zhang Changzong. They 

became the empress’ lovers, 

and in time garnered many 

honors and titles. These 

brothers would come to play 

a significant role in the last 

stages of Wu Zetian’s life and 

reign. 

Some time from the year 

60 

700 and onwards, when 

Wu Zetian was 75, the 

brothers managed many 

of the important affairs of 

the empire, much to the 

anger of key officials in the 

court. In 705, the elderly 

Empress Wu Zetian fell ill, 

proclaiming that she would 

allow nobody in her quarters 

except the two brothers. 

This led officials to suspect 

that the brothers were 

plotting to seize the throne 

for themselves. In February 

of that same year, a coup 

was orchestrated and the 

brothers were seized and 

decapitated, their heads 

hung from a bridge, and the 

residence of Wu Zetian was 

surrounded. 

The empress was Officially 

forced to yield the throne 

in favor of her son Li Xian, 

who retook his title of 

Emperor Zhongzong. Even 

so, the deposed empress 

was honored by retaining 

the title of Empress Regnant 

Zetian Dasheng. This was 

short-lived, for with the 

coming of the winter snows 

Wu Zetian died, drawing her 

personal era of ruthless and 

ambitious rule to an end. 

In the year after her death, 

the new emperor had her 

interred with his father 

Emperor Gaozong. They lay 

in the sprawling Qianling 

Mausoleum perched atop 

the sacred Mount Liang. 

In the diverse history of the 

Chinese rulers and dynasties, 

the reign of Wu Zetian 

stands out in so many ways. 

The first and only female 

emperor in its entire history, 

Qianling Mausoleum was built to 
house the remains of Tang Gaozong, 
Empress Wu Zetian, and other royal 

members of the Chinese Tang dynasty 

she redefined many aspects 

of China’s society and 

bureaucracy. At a time 

when women 

were mostly 

concubines 

and consorts, 

she stood out 

for her endless 

ambition, rising 

up the ranks 

through a dense 

web of intrigue, 

lovers and 

secret soldiers. 

She didn’t just 

outwit and oust 

her opponents, 

she killed them. 

This is a story 

of one of the 

world’s rare 

female leaders. A 

woman that rose 

from concubine to empress 

with the sheer strength of 

her will. 

Pare abestcmyyalcal 

women were 
mostly concubines 
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endless ambition, 

rising up the ranks 
idabueleredam-melcralco 

web of intrigue, 
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just outwit and oust 
her opponents, she 
killed them. 
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Chinese Eunuchs were the only males permitted in the harem 

The Imperial 
alelxi Me mealiale| 
In Imperial China, one of the important 

tasks that the emperor needed to do was 

to ensure the continuation of the dynasty, 

which was achieved by the production of a 
male heir. For this purpose, the emperors 

of Imperial China kept an enormous 
harem of women. There was a hierarchy 

; in the emperor’s harem, and whilst the 

ron. emerson = : exact classes changed over the millennia, 
= in general there were three ranks — the 

empress, consorts, and concubines. During 
the Han Dynasty (206 BC — 220 AD), there 
were no limits set for the number of 

consorts an emperor could have, and during 
the reigns of Emperor Huan and Emperor 

Ling, there were more than 20,000 women 

living in the Forbidden City. 

To ensure that any child born in the harem 

o was fathered by the emperor, males were 

not allowed to serve the women of the 
emperor’s harem. The only exceptions 

Far from being mere servants, however, 

these eunuchs could aspire to positions of 
ain ‘a power and wealth by involving themselves 

in the politics of the harem. During the 

Ming Dynasty (1368-1644), there was an 
eye-opening 100,000 eunuchs serving the 

emperor and his harem. 

ts jg ee ‘ to this rule were the eunuchs, men who 
rat tt ¥ had been castrated, thus rendering them 

: Ss, impotent. 
pe ae 
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A 14th century depiction of a camel caravan on the Silk Road. Public Domain 
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THE SILK ROAD is arguably the 
most famous long-distance trade 

route in the ancient world. This 

trade route connected Europe 

in the West with China in the 

East, and allowed the exchange 

of goods, technology, and ideas 

between the two civilizations. Silk, 

however, was the most celebrated 

commodity that was transferred 

along this route, traveling from 

China westwards. Although 

merchants could make huge 

profits if they succeeded in bring 

their goods to their destination, it 

was not without risks, as certain 

stretches of this route were 
extremely dangerous. 

WHAT IS THE SILK ROAD? 

Despite its name, the Silk Road 

was not one single road, but 

rather, a network of roads that 

connected the East and the West. 



HE SILK ROAD 
|| BY WU MINGREN 

DESPITE ITS NAME, THE SILK ROAD WAS NOT ONE SINGLE ROAD, BUT 

RATHER, A NETWORK OF ROADS THAT CONNECTED THE EAST AND THE WEST. 

It only received its famous moniker 

quite recently, as the name ‘Silk 

Road’ was coined in 1877 by the 

German historian and geographer, 

Ferdinand von Richthofen. 

‘Officially’, the Silk Road was 

established when the Han Dynasty 

of China began to trade with the 

West, commonly said to be in 130 

BC. This overland route continued 

to be used up until 1453 AD, when 

the Ottoman Empire, which had 

conquered Constantinople in that 

year, decided to stop trading with 
the West, and therefore closed the 

routes. 

In the East, the Silk Road started in 

Chang’an (known today as Xi’an), 
the Han capital until it was moved 

to Luoyang during the Eastern Han 

Dynasty. Travelers (merchants, 

pilgrims, envoys, etc.) starting 

off their journey from this city 

could take a northern route that 

would lead them across China’s 

northwestern provinces. After this, 

they would face the Gobi Desert, 

arguably the most formidable 

danger of the Silk Road. 

DANGERS OF THE SILK ROAD 

The Gobi Desert is the largest 

desert in Asia, and it stretches 

across modern day China and 

Mongolia. While this desert can 

be divided into several different 

eco-regions, it generally consists 

of rocky, compact terrain. It is this 

feature of the Gobi Desert that 
made it easier for trade caravans 
to travel across the desert, as 

opposed, for example, to the 

sandy terrain of the neighboring 

Taklamakan Desert. Like other 

deserts, the Gobi Desert is 

arid, and therefore the biggest 

challenge facing those who chose 

to traverse it was to obtain enough 

water for themselves as well as for 

their camels. 

One of the consequences of the 

need for water in the Gobi Desert 

was the foundation of rest stops 

/ caravanserais along the route 

taken by the travelers. These 

stops allowed travelers to rest, 

have food and drink, and prepare 

themselves for the next portion 

of their journey. These places 

also facilitated the exchange of 
goods, and even ideas, among the 

travelers who stopped there. 
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A 14th century depiction of a camel caravan 
on the Silk Road. Public Domain 

; P3ua 

Samarkand, by Richard-Karl Karlovitch Zommer. 

This was an ancient city on the Silk road positioned between China and 
the Mediterranean, in modern day Uzbekistan. Public Domain 

“* 

Ideally, these caravanserais were 

placed within a day’s journey of each 
other. In this way, travelers could 

avoid spending too much time in 

the desert, which would make them 

targets for bandits, another danger 

of the Silk Road. 

Once the Gobi Desert was navigated, 

travelers would continue their 

journey into Iran, Turkey, and finally 

Europe. While this part of the 

journey may be less dangerous than 

the Gobi Desert, it was not entirely 

without its perils. The political 

situation in each of these areas was 

vital in determining the success of yr’ 

the trade endeavors. 

For example, when the Ottomans 

conquered Constantinople in 1453 

AD, they decided to stop trading 

with the West, which resulted in a 

drastic decline in the use of the Silk 

Road. Conversely, when the Mongols 

established their empire, which 

included China and Central Asia, 

where the Silk Road passed through, 

political stability was brought to 
these regions, which allowed trade 

along the Silk Road to flourish. 

THE MARITIME ROUTE, SILK BY SEA 

There was also a maritime Silk 

Road, which connected China to 

the West via Southeast Asia, India, 

and the Arabian Peninsula. Like the 

merchants of the 

overland Silk Road, 

those who traveled 

along this route 
were also at the 

mercy of the forces 

of nature, especially 

storms that were 

highly unpredictable. 

Moreover, pirates 

who plied the oceans 

were also a threat to travelers, just 

as the desert bandits were for their 

overland counterparts. 

PIRATES WHO PLIED TH! 

OCEANS WERE ALSO A 

THREAT TO TRAVELERS, 

AS THE DESERT BANDITS 

WERE FOR THEIR OVERL 

COUNTERPARTS. 



DESERT, ARGUABLY THE 

MOST FORMIDABLE DANGER 

OF THE SILK ROAD. 

In a quest to repeat the traditions of 

ancient merchants, more than 100 

tea traders made an epic year-long 

journey with 136 camels and 8 horses, 

crossing 9,300 miles and retracing the 

steps of the Silk Road merchants from 

2,000 years ago. As part of a cultural 

initiative, the traditional camel train 

departed Shaanxi province in central 

China to Kazakhstan in September 

2014, bringing with them specialty 

Fuzhuan tea, and returned to China in 

early 2016. In recent years, the Chinese 

government has pushed to revive the 

ancient route by investing in high- 

speed train lines to improve trade links 

with central Asia. 
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Ancient Letter 
Found in China 
Reveals the 
Traumatic Life 
of Miwnay 
|| BY MARK OLIVER 

HISTORY rarely remembers the 

little people. Our history books 

are full of stories of kings, queens, 

and conquerors; of influential men 

and wealthy people who lived in 
gilded castles. But the stories of 

countless ordinary people - who 
loved, lost, struggled and died — 

are overlooked and completely 
forgotten. Today, no one even 
remembers their names. 

That’s what makes 

the discovery of a 

box of 1,700-year- 

old letters found in 

the Chinese oasis 

town of Dunhuang 

so incredible. Amongst the stash 
there were two particular letters 

written by an ordinary woman 

named Miwnay. These letters offer 

a rare glimpse into the life of the 

Sogdian people who, in 313 AD, 

were living under Chinese rule. But 

more than that, they’re a glimpse 

into the love and pain that filled 
the life of an ordinary woman — 

one of the few who will never be 

forgotten. 

Miwnay’s letter was 
a plea for her life. found. 

A MOTHER’S DESPERATE PLEA 

“From her daughter, the free- 

woman Miwnay, to her dear 

mother Chatis,” Miwnay’s first 
letter begins. “I am very anxious 
to see you.” This wasn’t a polite 

formality. Miwnay’s letter was a 
plea for her life. She was trapped 

in Dunhuang, a town located miles 
away from anyone she knew. Her 

husband had dragged her there 

three years before, 

but now he was 

nowhere to be 

Having abandoned 

Miwnay and her daughter, Shayn, 
her husband had left them without 

a penny to support themselves. 
Now Miwnay and her little girl, 

who had once been part of the 

pampered family of a wealthy 

merchant, were starving to 

death. “I live wretchedly, without 
clothing, without money,” Miwnay 

told her mother. “I ask for a loan, 

but no one consents to give me 
one.” Miwnay hadn’t seen her 

husband 
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had dragged her there three years 

before, but now he was nowhere to 

be found. 

Having abandoned Miwnay and 

her daughter, Shayn, her husband 

had left them without a penny to 

support themselves. Now Miwnay 

and her little girl, who had once 

been part of the pampered family 

of a wealthy merchant, were 

starving to death. “I live wretchedly, 

without clothing, without money,” 

Miwnay told her mother. “I ask 

for a loan, but no one consents to 

give me one.” Miwnay hadn’t seen 

her husband for years. He’d even 

stopped writing. She’d given up on 

waiting, and now her only hope 

was to get out of Dunhuang and 

get back to her mother’s home, the 

only place she’d ever felt at home. 

TRAPPED IN A MAN’S WORLD 

For a woman with an absent 
husband in the year 313 AD, 

leaving Dunhuang wasn’t an easy 

task. According to the laws of her 

land, Miwnay wasn’t allowed to 

leave unless her husband gave her 
permission. Sogdian women, like 

Miwnay, were second-class citizens 
in Dunhuang. Their homeland, 

Sogdia, had once been a province 
in the Persian Empire. But Miwnay 

was living in China’s Gansu province, 

just outside the frontier wall that 
divided China from the rest of Asia. 
There, the Chinese made the rules. 

Many of these women ended up 
being a sold into sexual slavery. It 

was a common fate for Sogdian 
women, especially the poor. They 

would be bound up and sold off to 

the wealthiest Chinese bidder, who 

had the legal right to beat them, 

tie them up, and do anything they 

wanted with them. Miwnay, in a 

way, had been lucky. She’d married 

a Sogdian man named Nanai-dhat, 

a merchant who'd placed his home 

on the Silk Road. There was a good 
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chance that he was a wealthy man. 

The Sogdians, it’s said, were experts 

at making a fortune through trade. 

By law, if she couldn’t get her 

husband’s consent, she would have 

to get the consent of his closest 
relative, aman named Artivan. But 

Artivan had refused, and no one 

else would help her. Everyone she 

turned to told her the same thing: 
“Wait... Perhaps Nanai-dhat would 

come.” But Nanai-dhat wasn’t 
coming. Nobody knew where he 

was and if Miwnay couldn’t get out 

of Dunhuang, there was a chance 
she’d end up like those other poor 

women, left with no choice but to 

sell their daughters as slaves. 

A LETTER TO HER FATHER 

Miwnay’s other letter, addressed 

to her husband Nanai-dhat, opens 
with a long stream of gushing 

platitudes, almost as if her husband 

were a god: 

“To my noble lord and husband 
Nani-dhat, blessing and homage 

on bended knee, as is offered to 

the gods. And it would be a good 

day for him who might see you 

healthy, happy, and free from 
illness, together with everyone; and 

sir, when | hear news of your good 

health, | consider myself immortal!” 

All that over-the-top praise, though, 

was just what was expected in 
Sogdian culture. As soon it was out 

of the way, Miwnay got to the point: 

“| would rather be a dog’s or a pig’s 

wife than yours!” 

Miwnay’s family, she reveals in 

the letter, had begged her not to 

follow her husband to Dunhuang. 

She’d nevertheless tagged along, 

starry-eyed with love, only to be 

abandoned. Nanai-dhat hadn’t 

written to her in a long time. The 

only letter she’d gotten from him 

was a chiding, reminding her “how 

to serve the Chinese.” 

But that was Miwnay’s greatest 

fear. If Nanai-dhat didn’t come 
back soon, she and her daughter — 
females who had once enjoyed a 

life of freedom in a wealthy man’s 
home — really would become 

servants to the Chinese. 

There was a post-script on that 
second letter which seems to 
have been written a little later by 

Miwnay’s daughter, Shayn. 
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Everything Miwnay feared, it 

seems, had come true. “We 

have become the servants of 
the Chinese, | together with 

my mother,” Shayn writes. A 
family friend named Farnkhund 
had ruined them. Miwnay had 

hoped he would take her and her 
daughter out of Dunhuang, but he 

had let them down. 

Farnkhund had built up an 

incredible amount of debt with the 

Chinese and now he was on the 

run, with Chinese soldiers trying to 

hunt him down. Miwnay and Shayn 

had inherited his debts. Shay 

was a peasant girl now, watching 

over a flock of animals to survive. 

When the man in their family left, 

they’d lost everything. And, as 

women living in the fourth century 

Gansu, they were forbidden to do 

anything about it. 

MIWNAY’S FATE 

Nobody knows for sure what 

became of Miwnay and Shayn. 

Those two letters are the only 
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clues that were ever even alive. 
What makes this story even more 

tragic is that Miwnay’s letters 
never reached their destinations. 

They were intercepted by a 
Chinese guard and locked ina 
box on the frontier wall, hidden 

away and forgotten until the 
archaeologist Aurel Stein found 

them in 1907 in the remains of a 
watch-tower. 

Miwnay’s mother never read 
her daughter’s plea for help. Her 

husband never read 

Shayn’s note telling him 

what had become of 

his family. Whatever 

fate greeted them 

when it was all done 

was likely a dark one. 

But there was still one 

hope. In her letter to 
her mother, Miwnay 

revealed that there was still one 

person looking out for her. “I 

depend on charity from the priest. 

He said to me: If you go, | will give 

you a camel, and a man should go 

Miwnay’s letters 
bear testament 

to the sorrowful 

life of Sogdian 
women in China 

time: During the medieval period.), Publi€ 

— AD 
<2 ogre 

with you, and on the way, 

| will look after you well,” she 
wrote. 

Perhaps the holy man who’d 
given her clothes to wear and 

food to eat came through with 
his promise. Perhaps he gave her 

a camel and a man to help her 

sneak past the guards. Perhaps she 

made her way home to her mother 

and lived out a peaceful life, back 

home with her family. 

The only thing that we 

know for sure is that 
Miwnay accomplished 

one incredible thing: she 

made her story heard. 

Though she could 

never have expected it, 

more than 1,700 years 

later Miwnay’s letters 

bear testament to the sorrowful 

life of Sogdian women in China. 

Centuries after her death, the 

story of Miwnay has made its 
mark on history and will forever be 

remembered. 
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‘Venice of the East’, 

Zhouzhuang is a small 

water town, close to 

Shanghai. The history 

of Zhouzhuang dates 
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Autumn Period, (eighth 

to fifth century BC) 
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dynasties add to the 

picturesque ambiance 

of the town. In 1086 

a devout Buddhist, 
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a piece of land to the 
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the town was named 

after him. During 

the 11th century AD, 

a network of water 

towns or canal towns, 

began to emerge 

around the rivers and 

lakes of the Jiangnan 

region. 
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THE 

_ LAUGHING 

THE ECCENTRIC MONK, 

GOD OF PLENTY, AND PATRON 

OF BARTENDERS 

|| BY MARTINI FISHER 
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SIDDHARTHA GAUTAMA, known as the 
Buddha, was born in six BC in what is now Nepal. 

He lived the comfortable life of a young prince 

until one day he ventured out into the world and 

was confronted with the reality of the inevitable 

suffering of life. He left his kingdom to lead 

an ascetic life, submitting himself to rigorous 

ascetic practices for the next six years, refusing 

food and nearly starving himself to death. 

Buddha undertaking extreme ascetic 
practices before his enlightenment. 

Realizing that physical austerities were not the 

means to achieve liberation, he soon turned to 

the Middle Path—a path of balance rather than 

extremism. He attained enlightenment, and 

for the remainder of his 80 years, the Buddha 

taught other sentient beings how to reach 

enlightenment. 

In trying to conjure an image of the Buddha after 

hearing this story, one might picture a simple, 

contemplative man with a serene smile and, 

especially after his time as a starving ascetic, 

possibly slightly malnourished. Indeed, in India, 

Nepal, and throughout Southeast Asia, Buddha is 

commonly depicted as tall, slender, and serene. 

However, we are also familiar with the image of 

the “Fat Buddha”, “Laughing Buddha” or “The 

Happy Chinaman” — a short, well-fed, jolly man 

whose belly one can rub for good luck. This figure 

~~ 
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He lived the comfortable 

life of a young prince 
until one day he 
ventured out into 

the world and was 

confronted with the 

reality of the inevitable 
suffering of life. 

is popular in China and those areas to which 

Chinese cultural influence spread. Artwork of 
him from past to present shows him laughing 

gleefully — a stark contrast with the legendary 
Buddha. The Laughing Buddha is often conflated 

with the historical Buddha, in spite of the distinct 

visual differences in their depictions. 

This figure is known as Budai and is said to 
be based on an eccentric Chinese monk who 

lived in 10 AD, 16 centuries after the life of 

Siddhartha Gautama. His life, or rather what 

little we know of his life, has become a popular 

subject in Chinese folklore, and his image is well- 

known as the representation of abundance and 

contentment. 

UNCERTAIN TIMES 

The original stories of the Laughing Buddha 

centered on a monk named Ch'i-t'zu, or Qieci, 

who lived on Mount Siming in Mingzhou, 

Fenghua during the Later Liang Dynasty 

(907-923 AD), the first in the period of unrest 

called the Five Dynasties. The Five Dynasties is 

a period of time between the fall of the Tang 

Dynasty (907 AD) and the founding of the Song 

Dynasty (960 AD) when five would-be dynasties 

in Northern China followed one another in rapid 

succession. 

The first of the five dynasties was the Later 

Liang Dynasty, which was established by the 

rebel leader Zhu Wen after he usurped the Tang 

throne in 907 AD. Zhu was murdered five years 

later and the Later Liang was overthrown by one 

of its generals, Znuangzong, who established the 

Later Tang Dynasty in 923 AD. Zhuangzong and 

his successors ruled relatively well for 13 years, 

until the dynasty fell when one of its generals, 

Gaozu, overthrew his master with the aid of the 

Khitan, a seminomadic people of Inner Asia. 

Gaozu established the Later Jin Dynasty, which 

ruled for the next decade. The end of the Later 

Jin Dynasty gave way to the Later Han Dynasty, 

which pushed the Khitan back into Inner Asia. 

But this regime lasted only four years before still 

another general usurped the throne, founding 

the Later Zhou Dynasty. Zhao Kuangyin, seized 

the throne, founding the more long-lived Song 

Dynasty, thus bringing the Five Dynasties period 

to an end. 
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The political situation under the 

Five Dynasties may have been 

unstable, but cultural activities 

among the regular folks did 
not seem to be too greatly 

disrupted. It was during this 
period that printing by wooden 

blocks was fully developed, 

and the first complete printing 

of the Confucian Classics was 

completed in 953 AD. Landscape 
and flower paintings, until then 

distinctively Buddhist, became a 

branch of nonreligious painting 

during the Five Dynasties. 

Folktales also won favor as a 

literary genre at this time, and 

a liberating trend in prose freed 

writers to produce new forms of 

fiction, such as tales of romance 

and adventure. 

This was the time in which Budai 

lived in and gradually became 

a legend. He was born in an 

uncertain time, where people 

needed a happier folk figure 

than the realities they saw of the 
Five Dynasties. It is no wonder, 

then, that he became a legend. 

The fact that the visual arts and 

poems, consequently stories 

relating to him, flourished and 
expanded beyond the Buddhist 

monasteries, even beyond China, 

only served to enhance his 

legend. 

NOT AN ORDINARY MONK 

The biography of Ch’t-t’zu is 

foud in the Song Gaosenzhuan, 

or the "Legends of High Priests 

of the Song Dynasty", written in 
960-1279 AD. The book includes 
the biographies of 531 figures, 
with an appendix of another 126 

figures, from the Tang to the Five 

Dynasties and the early Song 

periods. The Song Gaosengzhuan 

is an important source for the 

history of Buddhism during 
the Tang period and adds 
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Head of Buddha 

information that is not included 

in the official dynastic histories. 

Ch’i-t’zu was an eccentric but 

much-loved wandering Buddhist 

monk who carries a sack full 

of items he obtained from his 

travels as well as sweets which 

he would give to children he 

met on his journey. Ch'i-t'zu 

became so synonymous with 

his sack that he was nicknamed 

Budai, which means “cloth 

sack”. Budai's air of enlightened 

innocence led him to be admired 

as an example of Zen, especially 

in East Asian culture, which 

highly values the concept of 

innocence and simplicity, and 

his overall image represents 

happiness, generosity and 

wealth. ue to his friendliness and 

generosity, he is considered a 
protector of children as well as 

of the poor and the weak. 

A stele, dated under the Jin 

dynasty (1115-1234 AD), 
describes Budai thus: 

“Budai's leather bag contains the 

world of the dharma. He strolls 

through heavens and hells. 
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Sculpture of Budai. 



Tensho Shubun, Public domain, via Wikimedia 

This is the final one of a series of ten images, generally known in English as the Ox-herding 
(or "Ten Bulls") pictures, created by the 15th century Japanese Rinzai Zen monk Shubun. (Public Domain) 

He follows his destiny rubbing 
shoulders with butchers, wine 

sellers, and prostitutes. 

Shouldering his staff he begs 

everywhere and receives what 
he needs. Pitying the people of 

his time he has not yet chosen to 

return from the darkness of this 

world to Tusita heaven. But stays 

in the midst of the confusion in 

the stalls, and the shouting of 

the market place.” 

This is an interesting description 

for a Buddhist monk who 

would generally be required to 

stay away from eating meat, 
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drinking wine, and associating with 

prostitutes. 

Budai’s image is that of an 
everyman. Although there 

are images of Budai sitting in 

meditation, albeit still laughing, he 

also enjoys the pleasures of secular 

life. In some paintings, he’s seen 

puffing on a pipe, flying a kite, 

riding a colt, playing kickball, and 

juggling. Budai is almost always 

shown carrying a sack, which 

never looks empty. There are 

many interpretations of what is in 

the sack, such as treasures, sweets, 

food, or the sadness of the world. 

Although originally he was said to 

have filled his bag with anything 

he encountered on his wanderings, 
later Zen interpretations speak of 

Budai's “empty bag” — interpreting 
the bag as a Zen circle symbolizing 

enlightenment, non-duality, and 

emptiness. He is shown as a 

stout, laughing man in robes with 

a largely shown stomach, which 

shows happiness, good luck, and 

abundance. 

Budai is also associated with the 

last panel of the Ten Ox-herding 

Pictures, 10 images that represent 

stages of enlightenment in Ch'an 

(Zen) Buddhism. The story of the 

ox and oxherd is an old Taoist 



"Budai's leather 

bag contains 
the world of 

the dharma. He 

strolls through 
heavens and 

hells. 

He follows his 

destiny rubbing 
shoulders with 

butchers, wine 

sellers, and 

prostitutes." 

story, updated and modified 

by a twelfth century Chinese 

Buddhist monk, Guoan Shiyuan, 

by creating a series of 10 images 

and accompanying verses to 
simultaneously depict and 

narrate this well-known tale. 

Guoan’s version subsequently 
became one of the most popular 

and enduring versions of the 

parable. In many versions, Budai 

is shown in the last panel, as an 
enlightened master who enters 

towns and marketplaces, sharing 

his enlightened existence with 

everyone around him. 

In Chinese Buddhist temples, 

Budai's statue is put in the 

front part of the entrance 

hall. Some statues show small 

children at his feet, romping 

and squealing in delight around 

Budai figurine 

his rotund shape, and others 

show a begging bowl; to show 

that he is a Buddhist monk. 

As he represents richness and 

happiness, Budai’s statues 

are often found in homes 

and businesses, especially in 

China and Japan. In Japan, the 

image of Hotei is often made 

to a toy for pulling or tilting. 

When it has wheels, the toy is 

called kuruma-sou (the rolling 

monk). In recent times, he is 

also referred to as the patron 

saint of restauranteurs and 

bartenders. When one overeats 

and overdrinks, one may 

sometimes jokingly attribute it 

to Hotei’s influence. 
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YIN YANG 
SYMBOL OF CHAOS AND HARMONY 

||BY KERRY SULLIVAN 

THE complementary nature of Yin and Yang 

are most commonly characterized by the 

iconic black-and-white yin yang symbol. Yet, 

the philosophy behind the concept can apply 

to many things. The ancient symbol has been 

a foundational aspect of Chinese philosophy 

since at least the third century BC, perhaps 

even longer. From ancient bone oracles to 

yoga studio kitsch, Yin and Yang continue to 

hold meaning for millions of people around 

the world. 

The yin yang symbol, as it’s commonly 

referred to in the 

West, is also known 

as the Taji symbol and 

Tajitu. In its simplest 

as a circle which is 

divided into two tear- 

drop shaped elements — one of which is black 

and the other white. Each side has a smaller 

circle inside it made of the opposite color. 

According to legend, yin and 
yang were born from the same 

form, it is represented Chaos that would eventually 

create the universe. 

According to legend, yin and yang were born 

from the same chaos that would eventually 

create the universe. As the elements 

coalesced, yin and yang formed the center of 

the Earth. By coexisting in perfect harmony 

and balance, yin and yang allowed for the 

birth of Pangu (the first human) as well as 

Fuxi, Nuwa, and Shennong (the first gods). 

The myth states that yin and yang continue 

to coexist in blissful harmony at the center 

of the earth. 

The earliest archaeological evidence of the yin 

yang symbol is found on 

various animal skeletal 

remains used in China 

for divination. These 

oracle bones have been 

used at least as early as 

the 14th century BC, but 

the earliest evidence we have today of yin and 

yang dates to the third century BC. 
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For divination purposes, yin and 

yang served as simple indications 

of natural phenomena. Yin 

represented night, or lack of 

sunlight; yang represented day, 

or lack of darkness. According to 

the earliest dictionary of Chinese 

characters, dating to 100 AD, yin 

refers to ‘a closed door, darkness 

and the south bank of a river and 

the north side of a mountain’, 

while yang refers to ‘height, 

brightness and the south side of a 

mountain.’ 

These ordinary definitions 

lend themselves to conceptual 

extrapolation. For example, in a 
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peasant community, when the sun 

went down, the people rested - 

so yin became associated 

with rest and passivity. 

In another example, the 

sun is hot and so yang 

becomes associated 

with fire. These 

concepts were not used 
together. 

— 
A 

The earliest known instance of 
yin-yang is in the Shijing (Book 

of Songs), a collection of Chinese 
poetry compiled between the 

11th and seventh centuries BC: 
“Viewing the scenery at a hill, 

looking for yin-yang. This indicates 

that yang is the sunny side and yin is 

the shady side of the hill. This effect 

of the sun exists at the same 
> time over the hill.” (Wang, 

2017) While in hindsight 

this verse may seem 
filled with philosophical 

meaning, at the time 

it most likely was just a 

poetic turn of phrase. 

The philosophical yin-yang first 

appeared during the Han Dynasty; 

but it really came into its own 

during the Zhou Dynasty when it 

became associated with the concept 

of qi (vital energy). Seizing on this 

new metaphysical worldview, 

Chinese philosophers, such as 

Confucius and Lao Tzu, expounded 

on the various attributes of yin and 

yang. In general, the Confucians 

“The Tao gave 
birth to One. 
The One gave 
birth to Two. 
The Two gave 
birth to Three. 
The Three gave birth 
to all of creation. 
All things carry Yin 
yet embrace Yang. 
They blend their 
life breaths 
ibameyue (sam comesuerenbla 
harmony.” 

- Lao Tzu, Tao Te Ching, 
fourth century BC 



preferred the fiery yang while the Taoists 

preferred the serene yin aspects of the yin 

yang symbol. 

The cyclical form of the yin yang symbol 

reflects the ever-changing complimentary 

movement of the two sides. They are two 

sides to a coin, they are birth and death, 

night and day, friends and enemies, light and 

dark, fire and water, positive and negative... 

where both aspects are necessary, and 

an equilibrium is sought. Shih-tou's poem 

demonstrates some of these ideas: 

“Within light there is darkness, 

but do not try to understand 
that darkness. 
Within darkness there is light, 

but do not look for that light. 
Light and darkness are a pair, 
like the foot before and the 
foot behind in walking. 
Each thing has its own 
intrinsic value 
and is related to everything 
else in function and position. 
Ordinary life fits the absolute 
as a box and its lid. 
The absolute works together 
with the relative, 
like two arrows meeting 
in mid-air.” 

Essentially, yin-yang conveys the complicated 

dualities of life and the paramount need for 

balance and moderation. Yin, yang, and yin- 

yang are still being pondered and discussed 

the world over by Taoists, Buddhists, 

Vedantists, Yogis, and students of Traditional 

Chinese Medicine. With more meanings and 

understandings created over time, the yin 

yang symbol remains prevalent. 
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ORACLE BONES 
Oracle bones are intriguing relics that date 

to the Shang Dynasty of ancient China (1600 

BC to 1050 BC). Made from turtle shells or 

animal bones, they hold the earliest known 

Maat} (elen Lolo Vey mr alell=lalan @allalsxXomnValaiatcarlale| 

were used for divining the future. 

The process would begin with a question 

asked by a client, often centered around 

meteorological, agricultural, military, or daily 

life issues. The diviner would use a sharp tool 

to write the question onto the bone or shell, 

after which holes would be drilled into it. 
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intense heat until cracks formed. These 

cracks were interpreted by the diviners to 

obtain ‘messages’ about the future. 
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in 1899 AD when the Chancellor of the 

Imperial Academy, Wang Yirong, fell sick 

with malaria. The best-known ‘remedy’ for 

this sickness in China during that time was 

called ‘dragon’s bones’, which were believed 

to have mystical healing qualities. Usually, 

these bones were sold in a powder form. On 

this occasion, however, Wang got bones that 

were not ground up. Wang was visited by a 

friend and fellow scholar, Liu E, and the two 

men noticed that there was writing on the 

‘dragon’s bones’. After studying them, they 

came to realize that they contained a form 

of ancient Chinese script. 

In 1908, a scholar and philologist by the 

name of Luo Zhenyu discovered that the 

bones were from an area belonging to the 

ancient capital of the Shang Dynasty. Since 

iv al=)aMad alel0 kct-] ave (Me) me) e-lel(=¥l ole) al=\M al-lVom elai=141 

found. 
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Puma Punku (Door of tee = 

the Puma) is part of a 

larger Pre-Columbian 
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known as Tiahuanacu 

(Tiwanaku) in Bolivia 
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of the most important 

sites of Andean 
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was the major culture 

in the region between 
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but the ancient 

site of Puma Punku 

existed even before 

it was discovered by 

the Incas and some 

researchers calculated 

darem-ki dae) aveyaal er] 

alignments of the main 

temple to suggest 

that it was built to 

coincide with the 

summer and winter 

solstices and the 

spring equinox 17,000 

years ago. As yet 

no-one can establish 

the exact date of 

its construction. 
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KAPA
LI 

RITUALS OF THE HINDUSKUEH=-BEARERS” 
|| BY JOANNA GILLAN 

ODAY , mere mention of the Aghori 

ascetics in India elicits both shock and 

horror. They feast on human flesh, drink 

from cups made from skulls and meditate on 

rotting corpses, all in their quest for spiritual 

enlightenment. The connection between this 

fascination with the dead, worship of the 

human skull, and the quest for enlightenment 

is a story that goes back at least 1,500 years. It 

begins with early ascetic movements in India, 

most notably the Kapalikas (“skull-bearers”) 

years. 

The Kapalikas were sadhus or ‘holy people’ 

originating in South India, who worshipped 

Close up face of the Hindu god Kala Bhairava 
at Durbar Square, Kathmandu, Nepal 

the Hindu deity Bhairava, the wrathful form 

of Siva (Shiva), the creator god. They kept 

no possessions and wore only a loin cloth to 

cover themselves. They were characterized by 

their use of a human skull as an alms vessel 
and a skull-topped staff known as a khatvanga, 

as well as their religious observance of 

kapalavrata (“vow of the skull”), in which they 

wandered in ascetic pilgrimage. Historical 

accounts seem to suggest that, unlike other 

ascetic movements, Kapalikas allowed women 

to receive full initiation. 

Little is known with certainty about this 

enigmatic sect as they are not believed to have 

produced any of their own written work, most 

likely due to their itinerant way of life. Most 

of what is known about the Kapalikas comes 

from dramatic works by Hindu authors, the 

earliest datable to the third to fifth centuries 

AD, but the majority concentrated in the 

seventh to 12th centuries AD. 

The literary works that reference the Kapalikas 

have one thing in common — almost all of 

them express disdain for their hedonistic 

practices which transgress social and ritual 

norms. They are described as individuals 

that adorned themselves in ornaments 

made mostly from human bones, dusted 

themselves in cremation ashes, and wore a 

‘sacred thread’ made from the hair of a human 
corpse. They ate and drank from a human 



skull, consumed human flesh and blood, M0) 
cut off pieces of their own flesh as 

sacrificial oblations, and engaged They ate and 
in unconventional sexual rituals, or 

so the Hindu authors said, though drank from a 

it is difficult to separate biased human skull, 
elements from what may be true consumed human 

descriptions. flesh and blood, 
In his play, Prabodhacandrodaya, cut off pieces of 

Hindu author Krsna Misra (c 1050- : 

1100 AD), creates a stereotypical their own flesh 

image of a Kapalika, who as sacrificial 
laims: : eee oblations, and 

“My charming ornaments are engaged in 

made from garlands of human 

skulls. | dwell in the cremation unconventional 

ground and eat my food from sexual rituals. 
a human skull. | view the world 

alternately as separate from 

God and one with Him, through 

the eyes that are made clear with the 

ointment of yoga... We (Kapalikas) 
offer oblations of human flesh mixed 

with brains, entrails and marrow. We 

break our fast by drinking liquor (sura) 

from the skull of a Brahmin. At that 

time the god Mahabhairava should 

be worshipped with offerings of awe- 

inspiring human sacrifices from whose 

severed throats blood flows in currents.” 
Aghori Contemplating... 

(Dyczkowski, 27) 91 
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One of the most shocking Kapalika 

rituals described in the literary 

sources is the cremation-ground 

practice known as Mahamanthana 

(‘The Great Churning’). It is 

described in detail by Judit 

Torz6sk (2012) in her paper titled 

‘Kapalikas’: 

“The churning is performed in the 

cremation ground and preceded by 

a worship of nine skulls arranged 

on a mandala and filled with 

blood, alcohol (madira) and the 

mingled sexual fluids (picu). For the 
churning, which is carried out on 

top of a corpse, the practitioner 

must use materials obtained on 

the spot: the ad hoc pavilion he 

constructs is made of human 
bones, the vessel used is fashioned 

of clay he finds in the cremation 
ground, the churning stick is a large 

bone such as the tibia, and the 

rope is made of human hair and 

intestines taken from the dead. The 
rite mainly consists of acting out 

the cosmic churning of gods and 
demons in its cremation-ground 

version.” 

While the practices of the Kapalikas 

were extreme and unconventional, 
they were firmly rooted in religious 

belief with every ritual modelled on 
a divine archetype. Their practices 

were a re-enactment of Siva’s 
frightening form, Bhairava, who had 

decapitated the god Brahma with 

his thumbnail, thereby committing 

brahmanicide, the most serious 

violation of the Vedic code. 

Indian Sadhu 

Kailash Kumar/AdobeStod 



For his crime, the other gods 

condemned Siva to a life of isolation, 

forced to wander homeless and 

begging for alms, while carrying 

Brahma’s skull as atonement. 

The Kapalikas believed that by 

undertaking self-sacrifice and 

performing Siva’s penance, they 

would accumulate religious merit 

and be granted some of Siva’s divine 

attributes, with their ultimate aim 

being a divine communion with Siva. 

The skull was central to this belief as, 

not only was it associated with the 

decapitated skull of Brahma, it was 

also thought to hold the power to 

invoke Bhairava himself. 

After the 12th century AD there is 

little mention of the Kapalikas in 

Hindu literary works, but while the 

ascetic movement may have died out 

by the 13th century, their practices 

were adopted by later ascetics. 

Today, the Aghori of present-day 

India emulate their predecessors by 

using human skulls as alms bowls 

and drinking vessels, smearing 

their bodies with ash from funeral 

pyres, and eating human flesh 

from decomposed corpses. Their 

rituals and practices earn them a 

dishonourable reputation, much as it 

did the Kapalikas. 
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begging for alms, 
while carrying 
Brahma’s skull 

as atonement. 



3 '400-Year-Old Avicient 
Egyptian Painter’s Palette < 
When compared to later, more 

naturalistic Classical art of the 

Greeks and Romans, ancient 

Egyptian art has been described 

as blocky, static, abstract, and 

formal. But that doesn’t mean that 

the ancient Egyptians didn’t value 

artistic creations, their art was just 

meant to serve different purposes. 

One of the best examples of this 

alternative perspective on art is 

seen in the reliefs, statues, and 

other artifacts that have been 

unearthed in tombs. This art may 
be stunning to look at today, but 

it wasn’t actually meant to be 

viewed by modern eyes — it was 
created to benefit the deceased 

or divine beings. 

The art was still created with a 

great deal of interest and effort. 

Painters held special roles in 

presenting and preserving the 

story of the deceased. Tomb 

paintings generally followed 

consistent rules, such as 

using grids to create the best 
proportions. Replicating the 

deceased person was key. So, 

painters would depict them 

with both frontal and profile 

viewpoints, which they believed 

would help the individual’s 
ka (spirit) recognize its body. 

However, the size of figures didn’t 

have to replicate life because kings 
and tomb owners were depicted 

as larger than other people or 
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|| BY ALICIA MCDERMOTT 

animals in scenes to show their 

importance. 

The Metropolitan Museum of 

Art has a particularly beautiful 

example of an ancient Egyptian 

artist’s tool — a painter’s palette 

which dates back to 1390-1352 BC. 
The artifact is made out of a single 

piece of ivory and includes six oval 

paint wells. The artist’s accessory 

also has an inscription at one end 

dating it to the time of Pharaoh 

Amenhotep III (ca. 1401-1353 BC). 

This was one of the most vibrant 

periods for ancient Egyptian art 

and culture. The hieroglyphics 

also provide the pharaoh with the 

epithet “beloved of Re.” 

Ancient Egyptians made their 

paints with minerals they found 

within and near their homeland. 

They would grind the minerals in a 

stone mortar and mix in water and 

an adhesive, such as wood gum 

or egg white, to create tempera 

paints. 

The color choices served more 

than just aesthetic purposes. They 

were more than symbolic— some 

hues were even thought to contain 

powers or attributes of the gods. 

Creating or painting an object with 

meaningful colors could imbue it 

with great power. Despite its age, 

the painter’s palette still contains 

blue, green, brown, yellow, red, 

and black pigments in the wells. 

(Photo: The Metropolitan Museum of Art [Public Domain]) 

imter's Palette Inscribed with the 

of Amenhotep III, ca. 1390-1352 
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Spring roll isa 

literal translation 

of the Chinese 

chin juan 
(#4). These 

cylindrical- 

shaped rolls are 

traditionally 

eaten as a way 
of welcoming 

spring and they 

gained their 

name through 

this association. 

They may be 

available year- 

round but are 

traditionally 

served during 

the Chinese New 

Year - the first 

month of the lunar year’s spring. 

The shape of the fried golden food 
represents gold bars, symbolizing 

wealth, thus eating spring rolls is a 
tasty way to gain prosperity for the 

new year. 

Before the Tang Dynasty (618-907 

AD), people served a type of thin 
pancake filled with fresh, spring 

vegetables and fruits on the first day 

of the Chinese New Year. This was 

something that was appreciated after 

the winter, when preserved produce 

was the norm. It was called the 
‘spring dish’ and was given to family 

and friends as a present and blessing 
for the new year. 

During the Tang Dynasty, the poor 

topped their spring dish with carrots 

and celery, while richer families 

covered their pancakes with sauces, 
baked or salted meats, fried foods, 

spinach, scallions, beansprouts, and 

eggs. These additions transformed 

the spring dish into the “five- 

Sprin 
Rolls 
An Ancient Chinese 
Food for Prosperity! 

spice dish” due to the inclusion 

of scallion, garlic, and other 

seasonings. By the time of the 

Song Dynasty (960-1279 AD), 
the imperial palace’s cooks had 

created an even more elaborate 

version of the dish. 

But it wasn’t until the Ming 

Dynasty (1368-1644 AD) that 
cookery skills had altered enough 
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to create spring cakes and then 
spring rolls. Both the rich and the 
poor delighted in welcoming spring 

with these foods in a custom known 
as ‘biting spring’ (eating spring cakes 

and rolls), which was believed to 

ward off disaster and evil. 

The transformation from pancakes 

into a cylindrical wrap containing a 

mix of vegetables, seasoning, and 
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delighted in welcoming 
spring with these foods in 
a custom known as ‘biting 
spring’ (eating spring 
cakes and rolls), which 
was believed to ward off 
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meat or seafood makes a lot of 

sense from a practical point of view. 

Have you noticed that almost every 

culture in the world has some kind 

of filling wrapped in a dough? This 

is a convenient way for farmers, 

soldiers, hunters, and fishermen to 

carry their meal and eat when they 

are away from home. Spring rolls 

also made their way onto the menu 

of the legendary, though debated, 

banquet known as the Manchu 

Han Imperial Feast in the Qing 

Dynasty (1636-1912 AD). 

These days, in Northern 

China spring rolls are 

made in a wheat flour 

wrapper, while rice flour 

wrappers are more 

common in Southern 

China and Southeast 

Asia. Chinese spring 

rolls can be eaten fried 

or fresh. They’re usually 

filled with vegetables such 

as cabbage, carrots, celery, 

bamboo shoots, bean sprouts, 

mushrooms and they can also 

include pork or chicken meat. Red 

bean paste is another option for a 

spring roll filling in China, making 

a sweeter treat. Non-fried spring 

rolls are traditional foods to eat 

on the Cold Food Day Festival and 

the Tomb Sweeping Day Festival 

— Chinese holidays in spring for 

venerating ancestors. 

ON 

When spring rolls reached the 

West they also became known 
as egg rolls — and the difference 

between the two became a 
controversy in Chinese cuisine. 

Egg rolls usually include meat and 

vegetables and are always deep- 

fried, while spring rolls in the 

West do not always include meat 

and are not always fried. Egg rolls 

also tend to be larger and have 

a thicker crust than spring rolls. 

Even though egg rolls got their 

name by originally including egg 

in the dough, these days most egg 

roll wrappers don’t include eggs — 

which explains why the terms “egg 

roll” and “spring roll” are often 
used interchangeably in the West. 

In China, egg rolls are not likely 

to be mistaken for spring rolls 

because egg rolls are sweet. 
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Quick Spritig’ 
Roll Wrappers 

(Makes 10-12) 

1/2 Cup Flour 

3/4 Cup Water 

Pinch of Salt 

1. Mix salt and flour and then pour 

in water. Stir until well combined. 

pa Strain the batter to remove any lumps. 

Bu Get a non-stick pan and a small brush. 

Heat your pan over low fire and then quickly 

brush the batter on the pan to form a round 

skin. Slightly turn up the heat and cook the 

skin until it turns white. Take it out of the pan 

and set it aside to cool. 

4. | Clean the pan with a wet cloth and then 

repeat the process until all the batter is 

finished. 
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10 Spring Roll Wrappers 

1/2 Cup Ground Pork 

1/2 Teaspoon Soy Sauce 

1/2 Teaspoon Vinegar 

1 Teaspoon Ginger 

5-6 Garlic cloves 

2-3 Tablespoons Cooking Oil + oil 

for frying 

1/2 Cup Shiitake Mushrooms, diced 

1/2 Cup Napa Cabbage, shredded 

1/4 Cup Carrot, julienned or shredded 

1/4 Cup Celery, julienned 

1/2 Cup Bean Sprouts 

2-3 Scallions or Green Onions, chopped 

1/2 Tablespoon Water 

1/2 Tablespoon Flour 

Notes 

You'can swap the ground pork for an equal amount 

fo} mreroe) <are xe) (0 puyaaciel =] 00) 0) {10 m=1-424yre) ar-Lolo lr Milind lm aale) ac 

vegetables to make the recipe vegetarian. 

To get extra crispy spring rolls, fry them until they 
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rolls out of the oil. Let the spring rolls cool a few 

minutes on paper towels, then turn the heat back on, 
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IER Wash vegetables. 5. | 

Marinate pork with soy sauce, vinegar, ginger, and garlic 

in a small bowl. Set aside for 15 minutes. 

ey Heat 2 tablespoons of cooking oil over medium heat ina 

wok, add pork and fry it until it is no longer pink. Turn off 

the heat and transfer it to a bowl immediately to avoid 

overcooking. 

4. | Prepare vegetables as noted above. Heat 1/2-1 

tablespoon of oil in a wok and fry until the vegetables 

are slightly soft. 
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Spring rolls should be served warm. You can serve 

them with a sauce such as hot mustard, plum sauce 

or soy sauce. 

in —_ 
———— ? 

Take the vegetable mix off the heat and mix in 

the pork. 

Mix 1/2 tablespoon water with 1/2 tablespoon 
flour, to make a paste. 

Assemble spring rolls. Add the filling in a line, 

leaving about 1 inch from the corner or side 

facing toward you. Roll it up and then fold 

up the two ends. Close the sides and ends by 

wetting them with some of the water and flour 

paste. 

Pre-heat the oil for deep-frying in a small pot 

or a wok. When the oil is ready, carefully dip 

a bamboo chopstick into the oil and you will 

see lots of small bubbles around it. Or you can 

use a leftover spring roll wrapper for testing — 

it will float on the surface immediately when 
the oil is ready. The oil temperature should be 

around 320 degrees Fahrenheit. 

Slowly and gently slide the spring rolls into the 

oil, don’t drop them in, and deep fry them in 

small batches until the spring rolls become 

golden. Remove them from the oil and turn off 

the heat. 

10. | Drain the spring rolls on a paper towel before 

serving. 
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